


 

 

Pure Light ~ Cosmic Sweet Heart 

We’ve All Got Stars Inside 
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To Chelsea Manning, Julian Assange and Edward Snowden, 

and to all other Truth-sayers working on behalf of Humanity. 

*** 

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step"  

(Chinese: literally: “A journey of a thousand Chinese miles (li) 

Starts beneath one's feet”) Lao Tzu 

* 

Kleptocracy is a government with corrupt leaders that use their power  

to exploit the people and natural resources of their own territory in  

order to extend their personal wealth and political powers, this system  

involves embezzlement of funds at the expense of the wider population  

Wikipedia 

* 

‘What good it is for man to gain the whole world but lose his spirit?’ 

A soul is permanent whereas a spirit is impermanent ~ 

* 

Outside the Zoo, Spirit Map * out of my mind flow in Space 

‘The only limitation is in our own mind’s innate inability to ~ 

transcend its bounds of thought. By observing it we are aware’ 

* 
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Pure Light ~ Cosmic Sweet Heart  

We’ve All Got Stars Inside 

Sunny Jetsun 
 

Books by the Same Author: 
Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love * Angels from Heaven 

New Generation, Inspiration, Revolution, Revelation 

All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

* fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts’ 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles à Goa. We're only one kiss away” 

‘Psychic Psychedelic’ 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All The Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy The Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart * through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6*



 

Anthology 3, Cosmic Politic Militaristic Economic Demonic Oligarchic 

Anthology 4, Cosmic Naturalistic Harmonic Bhaktic  

Anthology 5, Cosmic Idyllic Paradisic Euphoric 

Anthology 6, *Cosmic * Inside* Is Love Conscious * Crystal 
* 

The Cosmic Artcard Collection 

Love Republica. Cosmic Shanti. What is a Revolution? 

‘Kama sutra tantra amusing the daughters of Venus ~ 

in a garden of delights’. Cosmic Oceanic. Cosmic Shamanic. 

Cosmic Organic Orgasmic Cosmic Faeric Mystic Magique Pacifique 

Cosmic Energetic Atomic Dynamic Poetique. 

Cosmic Empathic Magnetic Ecstatic Sputnik. 

Cosmic Intrinsic Noetic Esoteric Alchemic Psychonautic. 

COSMIC * PSYCHEDELIC. COSMIC TANTRIC HEART 

* 

Books by the Same Author: 

Originally Published as Ciel Rose 

‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” Shanti Shanti’ 

‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 

‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 

‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 

‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 

‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 

* 

Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 

‘Pure Light, Cosmic Sweet Heart, We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘Perfect Love * No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’ 
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Yoga Is ‘No Ego’ in Practice, our divine destiny ~ 

In this context it is hoped to show the complete negative value of 

Propaganda, the reasons why it is used so fully and who it benefits 

and why. From the description of the Human Spirit it shows that 

Propaganda in fact isolates, alienates us from our own Self ~ 

Realisation and from the Consciousness that we are a part of 

this Cosmic energy; which is alive in everything, in the Natural 

Union ‘Yoga’ ~ of Life and reality. This Knowledge through 

Wisdom helps us realise the True value of original Life and  

the untruth of the Negative values described in ‘Propaganda’. 

How are we to become connected to this wise human sense of 

Our Universal Omnipresent Self within the greedy Globalised 

perspectives of today? This is the future with No fears. It’s seen  

in meditation, poetry, Free Will, Creativity, mystical vision ~ 

deep wisdom and Love; not Propaganda, of fascism, separation, 

racism, fundamentalism, of corrupted despots, greedy politicians, 

business, media, advertising moguls, MIC. Militarists and in the 

Terrorism of extremists! This development of suffering & Ignorant 

manipulation of our ‘Humanity’ is an attack on All our Spiritual 

realisations ~ moments of Reality which for all of us are essentially  

changing, always flowing on ~ Our ego is not truly in Control of it.  

Surrender, transcend and free y/our finite mind to the boundlessness.  

Don’t get Attached to, but be Immersed within the Cosmic Stream ~ 

the timeless space, emptiness, silence, with the Source, not projections  

of the ego’s mirage. Walk the pathless, true path until inside you become  

blissful Ocean, Sat Chit Ananda, Nibbana, innocence, love, infinite life ~  

* 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind Starlight ~ Come Alive’ is part 2. 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ Here * Now  

Gems of Eternity’ is part 3 of the trilogy - 

‘Pure Light ~ Cosmic Sweet Heart  

We’ve All Got Stars Inside’
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Undercurrent of Life Stream 

‘In Buddhist psychology the process of the changing 

mind is manifested in two levels or streams.  

The sub-conscious-stream ‘Bhavanga Citta’  

and the Conscious-stream ‘Vithi citta’.  

Each one merges into the other.  

The sub-conscious stream is the hidden repository  

of all the impressions and memories of thoughts  

that pass through the conscious mind;  

All experiences and tendencies are stored up there,  

but they exert an influence over the conscious mind  

without it being aware of the source of this influence.  

These two streams of mind being conditioned by each other . 

The state of the active conscious mind and awareness  

is generally present during the day when one is awake.  

It is conscious of all impacts and impressions  

continually received from outside, through the 5 senses  

or of sensations received from within by way of 

ideas or thoughts or recollections of former thoughts. 

When this conscious-stream which is constantly receiving  

sensations from within or without subsides into inactivity, 

as for instance during sleep, the other stream  

the sub-conscious (Bhavanga Citta) manifests ~  

flowing like an undisturbed stream  

so long as the conscious-stream does not arise  

to disturb it through the sense channels.  

When awake, every time an arisen thought of the conscious-  

mind subsides and before the next thought can arise,  

within that infinitesimally minute fraction of time,  

the sub-conscious stream intervenes. Then when the  

next thought of the conscious mind level arises  

the sub-conscious stream subsides into inactivity.
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Since innumerable thoughts arise and fall one after ~ 

another during the day, so then are there innumerable  

momentary interruptions to the flow of the sub-conscious  

stream during the day. The sub-conscious is referred to  

as a state of subliminal activity viz. an activity that takes 

place below the threshold of the conscious mind, an 

activity of which therefore there is no awareness on the  

conscious mind. The conscious-stream holds only one 

thought or idea at a time, whereas the suconscious stream  

holds all the impressions of all the thoughts, ideas ~ 

experiences, that enter and leave the conscious mind. 

This sub-conscious life stream allows us to have a  

memory, conditioning our thinking and action.  

The Bhavanga is the ‘bhava’ (existence) and ‘anga’ ( factor) 

‘Bhavanga Citta’ is the indispensable factor or basis of existence. 

The factor of life by means of which the flow of existence  

or being is maintained without a break ~ 

The continuing basis or undercurrent of life,  

the stream of existence keeping life going.  

This stream of being is an indispensable condition  

of individual life. 

It’s comparable to the current of a river when it flows  

calmly on, unhindered by any obstacle, and when that  

current is opposed by any thought from the world within  

or perturbed by tributary streams of the senses from the world  

without then thoughts in the conscious mind stream arise.  

There is a juxtaposition of momentary states of consciousness,  

subliminal and suprasubliminal throughout a lifetime 

* * * 

From ‘Rebirth Explained’  by V. Gunaratna. 

 Buddhist Publication Society. Kandy, Sri Lanka.1980
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These essential conscious~subconscious life streams are 

felt as a flow of sensations in body-mind. The equanimous  

awareness of this ever changing flow of sensations ~ 

‘Sampaggana Satimo’ is what Vipassana meditation, 

see www.dhamma.org  

uses in practice to make us realise our Inner true being ~  

* 

‘The Four Sublime States’  

Nyanaponika Maha Thera 

Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy, Sri Lanka. 

**** 

Velasquez’s insight / belief / his Art! 

Ref: channel 4, UK 2003 by Mathew Collings. 

“His unstinting truthfulness to the subject and the deep ~ 

respect and compassion for the individual, his democratic  

approach to Art transcended the artificial stylistic  

definition of the Art world of contrived appearances and  

rigid etiquette. He created unpretentious, sympathetic pictures  

of often apparently insignificant overlooked aspects of human life.”  

Clarke wrote, ‘his aim was simply to tell the whole truth about 

a complete visual impression’ He hit upon the true imitation ~ 

of nature. Was that the goal in that time based on knowledge  

of the life, religious, political etc? Velasquez wanted to paint  

the truth and to become a Spiritually, real person maintaining  

his integrity in the face of the social conditions where artists  

had no influence and power. He was searching, and when he  

painted, it would be more real, valuable and conscious of spirit, 

self-belief & self-awareness
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New Age Conquistadores  

Updated: see Michael Moore’s ‘Stupid White Men’ Penguin, 

London 2002. Also ‘Dude Where’s My Country’ and his film  

‘Fahrenheit 9/11’ plus ‘One Giant Leap’, ‘21st Century’  

Other  examples are p.232 ‘Black Holes of History’,  

‘Tell Me Lies’ edited by David Miller, Pluto Press, London 2004. 

‘The Guatemalan Truth Commission’ of March 1999  

The Guardian, London, 12 March 1999’ verifies the following ~  

‘USA’s genocide, plus the manipulation and cynical directing of 

the ‘Democratic Media’ to derange us with corrupt, coercive,  

criminal propaganda as the ‘Democratic’ values of freedom  

but instead it is to propagate paranoia, destruction, fear and  

Conquest for Political Power and Global Corporate Greed…  

without any respect of the International, natural common Justice.  

We are blind and Ignorant, believing everything the governments 

feed us. We question nothing about the negative, fake, concepts, lies. 

This book is to show that Propaganda is a tool of total manipulation  

and mind control used by powers for their own vested interests only,  

NOT for the Awareness of our true, inner, human Consciousness ~  

Why? To create fear and dependency of ego not in our inner self~ 

or a belief in the experience of our divinity. We must become fully  

aware of these forces of illusion, putting them into their right context.  

On a Spiritual journey, eg. drugs, passion, loss, politics, family, deep- 

attachments, desires, cravings, concealing our true, natural Loving Spirit.  

This life-stream can be felt as inspiration, by being aware and creative each 

moment. eg. Being a true artist as Velasquez, allowing our Consciousness  

to live honestly, generously, lovingly, freely, expressively, inspirationally ~
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Updated, 1981-2003  The above examples are to show 

life’s relationships ~ that the ‘bhavanga citta’  

the sub-conscious undercurrent ~ life’s stream  

creative energy, frequency of free flowing sensations  

essential for the human to live in the 3rd dimension ~  

This state dictates how we react to the outside objects,  

with craving or aversion. This blind reaction from the deepest 

levels of the finite, ego-mind continues our ignorance and we create  

more negativities and defilements, which in turn effect how we react ~  

We then continue on this wheel of ignorance and (dukkha) suffering ~ 

If we can become aware, equanimously of the sensations on our body,  

realising their nature is to always change, this allows us to Free ourselves  

from these attachments (Anatta), to our Identity, cycles of reaction, and for  

these defilements to be expelled from the deepest levels of our mind program. 

Realise this relationship through the practice of ‘Dhamma’ and Vipassana- 

meditation and it will lead to a harmonious, peaceful life of infinite space ~  

Trust the natural wholeness of life and be happy, with no paranoia, fear, pain.  

Knowing anything can happen at anytime, that this lifestream will transmute  

when its time is right. Relax, accept Cosmic existence, let it flow spontaneously,  

being aware right now, enjoying this experience of life  

* 

Upanishad 

“Fetch me a fruit of a Banyan tree” “There is one sir” 

“Break it” “I have broken it sir” “What do you see?” 

“Very tiny seeds sir” “Break one” “I have broken one” 

“What do you see now?” “Nothing sir” 

“My child” the father said… 

“what you do not perceive is the essence ~ 

and in that essence the mighty Banyan tree exists. 

Believe me my child, in that essence is the self 

of all that is. That is the true, that is the self ~”
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Life is simple 

Sharing ~ Loving Kindness  

from the heart  

* 

Outside the Zoo  

Link to going outside of your mind ~ 

experience the Inner truth from that. 

Fish in the aquarium ~ 

feelings, floating karma, 

surrealism and naturism 

tropical sunshine ~ 

What’s goin’ on? 

Observe the light 

Divine Revelation. 

How big is your ~ 

broken heart 

                                Miss communication! 

                                               Which breakdown  

                                                          was that? 

* 

Clarity behind the temples 

Focusing equanimously ~ 

Light reflections of a finite mind.  

Consciously observing your sensations,  

your being, by connecting lives… 

with deep, life force, infinite Space. 

* 

HEARTHEARTHEARTHEARTHEARTHEARTHEARTH
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The unknown sense of  

Continuously have to tell the dictator Mind- 

ego, that the true creative, life force ~source  

Is Living it * being it * Revelation 

Feeling harmony’s divine joy ~  

Stars twinkling in the night sky. 

Light glowing from beyond space 

essence here and now is alive  

in our celestial heart 

* 

Reduction to… 

And what about ~ 

breath and meditation 

DNA. light frequency  

and Consciousness ~ 

body, mind and energy 

recognition and humanity 

and natural feeling ~ 

Conscious response 

And what about pure Love ~ 

and finite-mind-programming,  

illusory states of maya conscious  

and pure sub-consciousness ~ 

what of karma’s dramas  

and lovely, wild flowers  

on a summer’s day 

* 

The Men’s symbol in Japan 

> The Power in the rice field < 

If you have Revelation ~ 

You want to write about it! 
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Cervantes’ fruit 

Yves Tanguy, Andre Masson, 

Max Ernst & Joao Miro ~ 

don’t let supra*surrealism 

or LSD. * psychedelic smiles 

or love on a natural beach ~ 

darling, delude, confuse you. 

As lovely as it may seem 

be awareness of your ~  

Inner self and happiness. 

Chasing windmills, here now, 

laughing, afternoon in Spain. 

Knowing the orange taste…  

and the orange tree and sky ~ 

Being with my sweet daughter  

and friends in the deep blue sea. 

Feelings, living from the heart 

* 

Cold turkey 

When ~ 

‘Perfectly’ 

Cries and lies, 

leaves and dies.  

Sunrise ~ 

I’d love to see you again, 

with a smile ~ naturally. 

Feeling, healing the heart  

* 

‘The Happy Days Goldmine’ 

‘The USA. spent nearly $6 trillion on wars that directly contributed to the 

deaths of around 500,000 people since the 9/11 attacks of 2001’. Newsweek. 

- Brown University's Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs. 

Even super robots say, the difference is that humans have a soul. “Namaste” 

Allowing hybrid-sheep at a portal. It’s all been built for the celebration of Life.
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Exploration Transend 

You go out of your mind 

It seems very tough ~ 

but once you go out 

you realize consciously  

                         you can go out again  

                                  and again ~ Yeah! 

                                    Again ~ again 

* 

 Alter  * native  

Not a broken Mind 

Not a broken Heart  

Not a broken Spirit ~ 

Lost and found dreams. 

Infinite Lovers  

experience it ~ 

A true gift of… 

True, deep Love 

* 

Ashes to Plastic 

Fucked to death, yu know! 

I’m happy wherever I am ~ inside. 

“didn’t love her but I loved fuckin’ her!” 

Love is the fabric, weave of the Universe ~ 

Art, cutting the canvas to reveal infinite Space  

“Do you have any tattoos?” “No, I don’t like pain!” 

How can you tell they’re barbarians? By their actions! 

“I always preferred independent women because they want to be 

with you, not because they need to be with you. Love not business.” 

“You need to stop falling in love with people who don’t give it back” 

“I’ve been up to the Crem, I don’t need any place ~ 

to pay my respects, they’re always here in my heart”
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Bottom Line 

The Earth grounded,  

the sky flying higher. 

Keeping a balance ~ 

of which Perceptions? 

Levels of reality, feelings, 

sensations ~ Loving energy 

that we are experiencing… 

Living from the open heart 

causes & effects singularity 

Awareness and karma ~ 

And bigger karma, waves. 

Which is the Life you are Living 

Which is the Life you are Giving 

Getting some Insight 

into our behaviour ~ 

Why things happen, 

why I, we do things. 

* 

In a certain way or not 

‘UNDERSTANDING’ 

Where is the Spirit in All of this? 

Does any of it make any Sense 

and what to do about it? 

Bottom line ~ Realise who you are. 

The patterns of your actions…  

Is it acceptable behaviour  

Why? 

What are the Consequences? 

Living in the heart, right here right now. 

Embracing the + ve loving energy in you ~  

be tolerant, thankful, healthy, happy, human 
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Relate inspiration, giving and receiving ~  

as simple as that, don’t worry, deep healing.  

being who I really am, full of Loving Kindness. 

A very simple basis of our reality 

* 

The Ventriloquist 

Be the Observer ~ free time  

The Biggest lesson… 

letting go of the most loved ones! 

Painful,“You’re not my baby anymore!” 

Liberation of the heart ~ 

Flesh, mind opposing. 

Light mind, free flight.  

* 

Summertime 

By you, giving heart’s loving energy 

for deep healing, compassionately ~ 

Lost in space, a deeply broken spirit 

as balanced as you could be ~ 

Whatever the suffering, fears, guilt, 

tragedies, grief, ignorance, shame. 

The madness of unacceptable loss ~ 

insane pain looping in the brain!  

The oneness of life’s experiences ~ 

* 

Looking from  

the bank of a river ~ 

Keep it clear and simple,  

flowing pure consciousness.  

And not to confuse or provoke the observer. 

Did you ever really, still believe ~ 

that miracles couldn’t happen?
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But I have Me! 

Madness is vibrational ~ too much stuff,  

stops tuning the overhead communication. 

That is life, what is? Time, Time is nothing ~ 

Free time ~ if not thinking, mind-set’s programs! 

There’s no precedent ~ Always Sensations changing 

* 

Life Is One  

Spirit came back ~ 

Not a broken Mind… 

Not another broken heart! 

Healer, reflector, send it back. 

Don’t accept their -ve energies. 

Transforming ~ Life’s streaming 

Only watching their movie, dramas.  

Enjoy as a detached trip, not even mind. 

Living from a heart fulfilled  

  * 

Trust energy * here * now  

Inspiration, God nas no face ~ 

No Hindu, no Jewish, Christian,  

Buddhist, Celtic, Chinese, Moslem,  

Black, White, Red, Man, Woman. 

You make God, Your own face ~ changing. 

How You see it, perception, interpretation. 

Each one of us has a different Image. 

‘We All see Our own God ~ 

Tree of Life is a Spiral Vortex. 

Cosmic energetic frequencies
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Dead Men 

Assassins don’t have any emotions, heroes do.  

“We’re not going to conquer them, but to liberate them” 

Harvesting light fields, everyone’s pressing the buttons. 

Love is something which should be shared.  

What is this body? I create what I want. 

I want to make Heaven or Hell! 

Why do I want to make horrible 

Monsters? 

* 

Diggeridoo 575 

Healing, clear the light field ~ 

harmony +ve loving energy 

from out of the mind, food… 

oxygen, breath using vibrations ~  

Light energy * healing the grosser body 

Clearing the brain’s <*> hemispheres. 

In harmony, chakras opening up ~ 

Unfolding, connecting to the Divine. 

Being Awareness of the sacred in You. 

Being centred ~ Orgasmic, blood rush. 

Smiling self ~ endorphin production… 

the easiest way to go out; Full Power, 

to the hardest lesson, go, letting it flow. 

Your bodily sensations are the ultimate. 

It’s only you, your satguru until the end. 

You are your spirit, self ~ awareness. 

You are your Cosmic Consciousness 
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Crying or dying or flying  

Without you, the hardest, destroying lesson, 

letting go, went out of my mind into space! 

Found my true being, feeling, flowing freely! 

The hardest lesson, but here, I am, finally ~ 

Know thyself ~ giving absolute Love energy. 

Living and feelings, deeper from the heart ~ 

Healing, peacefulness and happiness’ smiles 

* 

From a King in Love to feeling completely Lost!  

Lover your actions helped me go out of my mind. 

 I took out my limited, thinking brain and said,  

“You are Insane”, then put it back. 

Aware of my Spirit’s pain, 

smiling at Mara’s illusory game. 

I took out my mind, matrix dropout.  

Being spiritually kind and realised ~  

Life is simple 

Sharing, Loving Kindness 

from the heart ~ 

A basis for self-realisation of our true nature 

Inspirational, original, creative feelings flowing ~ 

Left the controlling, coercive, propaganda mind behind! 

* 

High Brahman Fuzzy-Logic 

“We have to be in the war to promote our weapons!”  

Temptations from the fallen angel of life * low light.  

Babes playing with rats and snakes, smiling.  

“The people are full of guilt, they need God”  

‘If you can make the monster dance’  

“There is no poverty in India!”  

You’ll get your just reward 
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Free * Metamorphosise 

You have to push beyond ~ the limits. 

You have to suffer ~ character change 

in UNDERSTANDING  

Rational mind cannot accept the Spirit 

You have to push beyond the judging ego ~ 

Living from unconditional love not duality. 

* 

I didn’t know, I could go that deep! 

Unwholesomeness is no balm ~ 

The Power of the heart to heal 

the Power to heal the heart 

from the world of loss and deep attachment. 

No sense of how Your cruel and selfish demands 

would make a distraught Lover go out of his mind. 

But this led to finding my essential spirit consciousness’  

Giving a realization of the limits of the pervasive mind,  

through this experience of breaking all emotional ties. 

The feelings of loss and pain of such a deep attachment. 

Space beyond the mind, seeing IT for what it is, as it is. 

As described in teachings of Buddha dhamma. 

Accepting not wrong ~ some Ignorance in Love. 

And surviving as a ‘recipient’ (not as a victim), 

of an emotional disaster, the feelings of heart ~ 

This self-deception, this impersonal self-realization. 

Sad and disappointed; growing lovely petals again 

* 

‘Hormone’  

Mind blown! 

Wants more and has more ~ 

Unaware of the spirit in your palm, 

the bottom is deep!
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Shakti Boa 

Opening some door ~ 

All things led by the spirit 

are for the good and those  

led only by the flesh are ~  

There’s a Power-full light 

with all that darkness around! 

Pure heart, the dimension ~ 

of the Cosmic rainbow 

* 

Rich, enrich, Rich, enrich ~ enrichment  

Not a colonial Prison but Prism of Love. 

Entering the Spiritual dimension ~ 

as a little child not a baby slave… 

* 

The Deep Trenches 

To die for Your King!  

Always a pleasure ~ 

I don’t want to go back to Blighty. 

* 

Slavery has many faces 

“Is that enough?” “It’s a Bomb!” 

Ravers ~ trippy people, get them! 

Does anyone not get lost in life, least once? 

Found his passport in the rubble and ashes. 

These maniacs, they’re really taking the piss! 

“Everyone’s really miserable or addicted to Love” 

“I like to play with your mind” “And who are you?” 

“First, Love yourself.” “Do it, I don’t wanna see it”
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Pure Spirit, Pure Light, Pure Love  

Spirit is Spirit ~ flesh is flesh 

And missionaries of the Church, 

who never go to the local market 

but get their’s delivered from back home! 

Unbelievable, “God, why did you bring me here?” 

“OK, come out of it” “But why?” 

“So you would know” ~ You have to do it, to prove it. 

They don’t talk about it, because it’s ‘Spiritual belief’. 

Faith in God is a buffer for humans, 

Freestyle is creation within ~ 

“Blessed are the Peacemakers”  

The Divine will be done ~ 

‘The World, be of it, not in it’ 

In the beginning was ~ 

A true gift of true love. 

* 

Spirit Party 

“I’m One of You!” 

Promise of ‘True Love’ 

Joy of children ~ 

Sharing Loving feelings 

from the heart 

The Spirit came back ~ as a healer. 

Light field ~ Landscapes of the mind. 

‘Love Me, I Love You’  

Loving Kindness 

Pure Spirit * Pure Light  

Revolution, resolution, revelation, 

the Abstract patterns of Life. 

Simple, happy lovers, I have no malice to you. 

You beat my Spirit to death ~ very nearly! 

The Promise of True Love
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Flash Light  

I didn’t know I could go still deeper! 

 A decision is being made…. 

Where are you from? 

“I live from the heart” 

On the veranda of Creativity ~  

Not fully Programmed for this exploitive System. 

How to know even where to begin to believe ~ 

Harmonious dimensions, living in the moment. 

Living from the heart  

* 

De Program ~ Attitude  

Opens a door, then… 

Opening a bigger door.  

Living from the Spirit ~ 

Living here now, You never Know  

what’s coming next, the final moment  

will be a natural part of the flow ~ 

relax and be happy, trusting the wholeness  

where I feel I belong in Common.  

Universal union ~ healing together. 

Collaboration Not Competition ~ Complementary.  

The Fear Programming stops people trusting ~ Why? 

Seeing the truth, is it a Conspiracy or plane Ignorance? 

Do You believe your mind is Sane, Insane,  

or it don’t really matter, just be humane.  

Observing your bodily sensations changing  

Equanimously ~ 

* 

The Seed ~ S/he’s a Spirit, predestined to the Core. 

Get rid of those voices, You’ve given yourself to ~  

Your Important option of ‘Free Will’ helps. 

Sensitive, relative, always divinely done.
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Functions of what the Mind really is.  

‘Many are called, few are chosen’ 

Awareness not Denial ~ 

Renew the Reprogramming with Love. 

A suit of Amour with a Mind rebooted! 

Every thought captive in Obedience. 

Like the lilies of the field ~ purify. 

Rebirthing the Mind-sets with LOVE. 

Seeds being scattered on rocky ground…  

Experience the Spirit, human, Spirit Man,  

the Spirit Woman, your Spirit Children ~  

The King enslaved to a greedy Monkey Mind! 

Love in its proper perspective ~ is Perfect. 

A Master ~ Free from mental bondage. 

You are the Spirit of Creativity alive. 

* 

The magic of children’s smiling hearts ~ 

Ecstasy being in tune with living, nature. 

All together * Love energy. 

Angels being Angels 

Perfect in there ~ 

* 

Now ~ What a Feast 

“Is there any danger there?” 

OUTSIDE THE ZOO 

That’s where they throw… 

All the best shit ~ those magical spores ~ 

Moments * food of life, food for the finite Mind. 

Transcend to the Spirit, always the Divine in it. 

Not many people walk away from a Feast! 

Abstract, expressionist feelings ~ Aphrodite’s kiss
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Mr. Racer with no clock 

The catamarran slicing through the waves ~  

Such silence, only the holy wind. Too much! 

The Pain of Love is not the Perfect Love. 

Do what’s right, letting it all flow ~ 

Freefalling, free diving, it’s possible! 

Can’t leave the Divine out of it ~ 

Being Happy, enjoy this wonderful Life. 

Taking the next breath ~ and the next… 

All together nature, it was perfect so true. 

Which roots? Love of money or eating  

from the sweetest Tree of Life, darling. 

Great music, not for defaulting androids. 

Our ability resonating with natural Light. 

Life made us self-creators ~ Divine is perfect. 

Choices ~ not old Programs on Bondage! 

Set me free to fly, high in the sky not die.  

Innocent children, transcending feelings ~ 

Let everything go in the past. Blessed 

* 

HUMANS 

LEVELS LEVELS LEVEL LEVEL 

AWARE of BROKEN HEARTS ~ 

A PSYCHIC COSMIC ARROW 

Mantra, concentration, concentration ~ 

Focusing a breath, les Rayons de Soleil ~ 

Fully committed, integral awareness of change. 

She had no real spiritual dimension for the future 

* 

Bliss 

The thing that kills the trip. 

Judging… 

Perfect Love.
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Psychical 

Hell Is 

A Slave 

to Insane 

Pain 

Darling. 

Hell Is 

a Victim 

to Insane 

LOSS ~ 

LOVER. 

Hell Is 

Being Insane’s Blame Game… 

Maimed Brain, Flame of emotion 

Fear Dear; Love Conquers Hate. 

Lands of the self serving mind or 

* Light to Light * 

Universe of the Heart ~ 

Feelings, depths, highs. 

Metaphysical Poet healer.  

Psychic feelings of Love 

for you, True 

* 

Heavenly 

Observing a moment ~ 

of Enlightened Realisation, 

an Exquisite Point of Truth 

touching infinite Love ~ 

Sunshine 

In Hell 

without You
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Again 

Soul mates’ twin flame. 

Psychic-Execution… 

Dumped in Heaven 

without You. 

* 

Learning to ~ 

Understand how. 

Learning to ~ 

Understand Why? 

Learning to Live 

Learning to Forgive. 

Beauty  

* 

She gives me Hope 

“Sometimes love comes out of the blue ~ 

I think, I’m obsessive, possessive, monkey mind, 

going on and on and on, until it drives us all insane. 

It’s there to show us what we’re not! Passes for normal. 

“It’s my nature” 

* 

Sputnik Missing Presumed Dead 

‘Any activity done with love and presence is a spiritual practice ~ 

‘They’re not cloning for humanity, Androids are robots of Authority’ 

‘There is nothing more troubling than the thoughts in your own head’ 

Natives not wild or savage, they just live outside this Matrix system! 

‘We are a human farm producing free labour for the overlords!’ 

‘Strong people don’t put other people down they lift them up’ 

‘If we realised who we truly are, there would be no fear ~ 

‘You have more love within you than you could ever 

understand’. Rumi’s. ~ the lyrical cosmonaut… 

‘Love is not an emotion it is your very existence’ 

Yoga with a twist, dripping in Pan’s temple. Viva 

las Vulvas, Shakti’s explosions ~ that’s the Spirit
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Golden Inspiration 

Painter * Poet ~ Traveller. 

A small village with a Pagoda 

                    beside a Lotus Lake ~ 

                                    in turquoise light 

* 

Holding hands at Bodnath 

The Concept ~ the Context 

‘MEANING’ 

 of what you do 

 of what you Choose ~ 

Having to make an Impossible decision! 

Life or Death with You ~ Without You 

Forever Real or Abstract ~ 

Causing and Effecting from? 

Let it flow in your heart to Love 

* 

Truth Smiles 

Inspiration * aspiration 

Happiness ~ Vibrations  

Healing Poison, toxic tissue. 

Healing another cruel monster. 

Deep Insight ~ Beauty of Life 

Nature’s gift of Light 

Sunshine * Ecstasy 

* 

Early Morning Annapurna 

Separate ~ always changing 

Separation in us as duality ~ 

night and day, left and right… 

Indivisible waves ~ singularity 

Conceptual Sharing ~ 

Love and life, here now 

  Inner Space * Outer World
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Life Source 

Awareness of a giant myth ~ 

Nature and Philosophy 

Body and Mind 

Equanimous energy. 

Opened Pandora’s Box 

Sane, Insane, Desire ~  

She gave You, the guilt, shame, the blame! 

She gave you the obsession to find the flame. 

Healing Reality ~Being here now 

As natural as I can Live 

‘Where is the True Love’ 

Where is the harmony ~ 

Conditions to enjoy nature 

Oceans, the Sky, Stars 

Children, Insight ~ 

Meaning connected 

in you 

* 

Paradox of Waste-Full Potential  

The following writing questions the very Negative Concept, 

Context/Meaning/Intention/Motivation of Propaganda… 

The same applies to Greed, Violence, Envy, War, Armaments, 

Starvation, Inequality, Hate, Suppression of Natural cultures, 

Exploitation, Slavery, Corruption, Economic Oppression  

and Domination, Environmental Destruction,  

Terrorism and Injustice as examples of States  

of Our Mind, of Ignorance, of Karma ~ 

of Our Consciousness, of Existence!
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which are completely Anti-Life, Anti our True beingness  

as creative Life forces and Spirit. But we have lost the sense, 

the Reality, recognition of the Space of this infinite essence ~  

Why do we allow Negativity to continue to exist, having value? 

Increasing our alienation and self-delusion, a human aberration?  

Selfish, inequality of resources, of Greed, of Economic distribution,  

weaponry, projectile product, capital spending only to Destroy Life!  

What good is it, who does it serve? Ask the Oligarchs in their Palaces! 

What goodness is there to be found in Racism, Poverty, 

Famine, Forced migration, Debt, and Child mortality ~  

Yet glorify Fascism, Nationalism, Militarism and Capitalism?  

Why do we support these perpetuators of our own Self Delusion?  

Why, as people do we allow this Identity to Anti-nature-humanity,  

this extremely Violent, Ignorance and Cruelty, anti-life ~ streaming  

to detract from Self-Realisation of our own Cosmic Spirit ~ essence? 

Today is there any excuse for this waste of potential? It’s getting worse!  

This atmosphere of exploitation, confusion, fear, Isolation is existing ~ 

Why? Observe your ego, the limited, thinking mind which is controlled.  

Be aware of the point! How important is this in your life, how happy are  

you in this era of materialism and ego? Where are our Spiritual leaders? 

Not supporting government policy on war and false, extortionate Profits!  

Where are the Visionaries, not the bureaucrats and technocrats giving  

their logical, smooth, rational-materialist answers on Question Time.  

On the News, the Apologists for the ‘Status Quo’. Their Holy lands…  

of False ‘Creative accounting’ and Injustice. Where are Your protests  

against the Illegal civil wars Archbishop? Showing people their way  

to condemn and reject murderous crimes, child soldiers, repressions, 

rapings of innocents, the War Crimes of inhuman, decision makers
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Powers leading us all to a living, dark Hell.  

“The Enniskillen’s could fight like demons” 

Don’t fire that shell but put it back in the sea ~ 

Where are your demonstrations to inspire the people, 

to connect to their inner Spirit, integrated in us all?  

This In/action becomes the ‘human conditioning ~ 

This only condones the status quo and reinforces it.  

The failure to realise the essence of our life  

as the highest form and not to be alive,  

alienated in this World.  

* 

How could anyone argue  

against the merits and positive values  

of an environmental treaty like Kyoto, why? 

How could anyone not support the end of Apartheid, 

for so long? These conditions create our daily culture! 

A culture we bring children into and they have children.  

We have produced enough material-potential to sustain  

humanity in this world and to protect the environment.  

Now what is the motivation for more and more and more, 

greed when we don’t know who we really are? 

All the wisdom tells us to, Know Thyself, fellow human, 

to be connected to our natural spirit, with divine essence.  

This is the Realisation of our free will, quality to do ~ 

good or evil, to manifest karma. Why is there illusion to  

know something, but to do the opposite? Needs something  

in our life to keep us connected to the Cosmic energy fields ~ 

Ultimately No Identification ~ just flow in peace and Love. 

KEEP IT REAL
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‘Sirispata’ ~ Adoring Altruistic, Frangipani Angels. 

Blah Blah, Absolutely No Mind > No Propaganda  

Being in Wonder Land, ‘Right Place, Right Time’ ~  

Living with empathic, loving, Psychic forces, seeing  

how it lives in us and how we live, immersed in it ~ 

Walls of colour ~ not mad, a ‘Mind-games context’.  

‘Satyagraha’ not the saturated, satire of false, furious, 

‘Casus Belli’. Sciamachy servants not the master?  

They look so real, the Mind’s goin’ off all the time, 

working all the time, we’re thinking! How do you  

take out your own mind and see what it is behind? 

Observing its character, reactions over a long period.  

Free will, free spirit, lovely, natural relationships ~ 

scent of raspberries in your hair, songs of exotic birds. 

Infinite tenderness makes this all sublimely beautiful. 

Giza, thought maybe I should, take the acid test now. 

Needs the right moment, rainy February day, Cheops. 

Absorption, perfect connections to Osiris and Isis ~  

Horus’ marvellous, psychedelic, rising, golden globe.  

Losing a perfect, precious ‘object’, why be very angry?  

Psychic space, cool vibrations ~ absolutely in the flow 

* 

Darshan’s Golden Brocade  

Swooning beams of Rose Orange, bright, fire light ~ 

Pale crimson dancing discs through skies, Aquamarine. 

Softly floating Ocean waves of jade, turquoise blue green ~ 

dusky, cobalt energies caressing a lovely, amber, saffron Sun. 

A papaya, mango full moon, brilliantly shines in the night.  

Magenta sylph’s rays, feeling very high, an Inspirational day
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Through the Universe 

“Everyone was movin’ the craic around ~” 

Dancing the Cosmic tango, in your arms sweetheart. 

Cut the head off the snake! Cut the head off the snake! 

Cut the head off the snake! Cut the head off the snake! 

With forgiveness and compassion in your heart ~  

ConCerned managing the deep Space Program… 

It doesn’t make sense, but it makes sense to them. 

Strictly no elephants in the bath with yellow plastic ducks. 

Everyone wants a peaceful death, not to go in violence. 

“You just turn to dust wherever you are” 

The most asked question in the world? 

“What do you do?” 

* 

She gives me Hope 

Sometimes love comes out of the deep blue ~ 

I think, I’m very obsessive, the monkey mind… 

going on and on and on, until it drives us insane. 

It’s all there to show us what we’re not!  

Passing for normal, “It’s my nature” 

* 

Alleviated Hanging Gardeners in Babylon Today! 

They went and we went too; alleged, to an illegal war! 

Is it fine then to Cluster Bomb these innocent people ~ 

to fight an insane war, not living in Peace, on our behalf!  

We’ve been completely BRAIN-WASHED, FAST-SPUN,  

Hung Out in the heat to DRY and BAKE! Believe it… 

They’re taking on the whole population of the Earth! 

‘Genocide of perception is really a genocide of hearts’  

It’s hard to comprehend, to understand to live with, 

the killers of Earth’s Spirits
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More Psychedelic Amaranth  

I promised I would, I keep my word! Welcome ~ 

to Dr. Albert Hofmann, discoverer of synthetic LSD. 

Synapse literature of ‘Alcheringa’, the way you say it,  

the delivery of a ‘Please’; sharing information culture ~ 

Timothy Leary, the Most Dangerous Man In America… 

Why on earth? Alias, a Dalek, gone Mad, give me a break! 

Dream timers, our eight billion faces, Trust in the Universe. 

Hugging the thing to death, the buzzword, Push the Love. 

Alight, align, be free ~ trends, Live and let live. 

Providing you an Identification > Amadavat. 

The Matrix finds a weakness, tells you how to fix it. 

The Truth is, I can’t believe how easy we all fall for it. 

Bottom line of Insecurity, the whole market is about that. 

Which reality do you want, which pill do you want mate? 

It matters how you’re feeling, doesn’t matter where you are. 

Addicted to illusion, to fear, until you accept your mortality. 

Vibrations of Babylon, Daisy-cutters, cluster-bombs carpeting, 

falling onto Kabul, civilian homes; jumping off Jacob’s ladder.  

One giant, leaping for your Life! They want to control it all too!  

Well located dreams, intuition, illusions, sat beside a Parallax sea 

* 

“It’s Everywhere” 

‘Glyphosate Worse than We Could Imagine!’  

The Earth is bathed in a microwave field ~ 

Baby crocodile in the toilet, frogs on the wall. 

Now is the time to see how the Truth works. 

It's amazing * but, why blame anyone? 

‘You give as good as you give’ 

I Agree, it all just is as it is ~ 

And who are * You? 

The smell of nature
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Super-Sensitivity Kundalini  

Is Opening up to the vibrations from your top knot ~ 

from Beyond the Mind, chanting ~ OM inside the Ocean  

Butterflies softly gliding on the breeze, going with the flow ~ 

Practicing it, in the know. Getting back on tracks, always  

changing, always changing ~ to feel to heal, to heal to feel 

* 

Full On Sensuous, Sensuality 

Living ~ ‘A mile in somebody else’s moccasins’ 

The Monkey Mind coming into play, taking over. 

Stashing all the bananas! Still stuck in the past ~ 

Spaced in the future, Power of now, be in the present. 

‘Don’t put all your ovums in only one digitalised TV’ 

More beautiful like an Angel, surrendering the mind. 

I always observe, defining things poetically ~  

Let’s go, breakfast in a pagoda made of snow 

* 

Boundaries of a Despot 

It’s Archaic ~ even the modern, even with Mondrian. 

Keeping us in the past! The Real, Sustainable World ~ 

And real bubbles, whatever world you’re living in now. 

Keeping with the stream, retuning to it, why not? 

It’s frightening yet lovely, crossing over cascades. 

I like it here, being exactly who you want to be ~  

It’s supposed to be blissful, gorgeous Earth Lotus.  

We believe in natural spirit, everything is happy.  

Experience love consciousness 

* 

Jungian Allure 

Amazing Synchronicity ~ what’s the World telepathy 

alluding to, what’s the word up to, lost, retrieval? 

Seeing mind for what it really is ~ 

Never judge a free spirit 
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Up with the eagles not the Propaganda.  

Unreality is not the truth, it is Unreal ~ 

Time’s moving so fast, faster than people  

visualise; so they want it all, right now! 

Wealth is the ability to be generous ~ 

Resources against the Selfish Power.  

“Welcome back into my life!”  

“It’s the Truth that sets you Free” 

What is Government Propaganda meant to do?  

Why would anyone want Propaganda in their life?  

Absolutely opposite to the natural 

* 

Transcending Mind ~ No Propaganda  

‘The Sacred Celebration of Spirit Tour’ 

Rapping, “He’s got the people’s hearts” 

that line is priceless, just like the magic hat.  

Scrumptious trees, travellers camp, arbour ~ 

The front line - Cosmic fields of Eco-warriors.  

Universal man and woman, rainbow circles; 

the dog went mental, she couldn’t hear it ~ 

She was reading Braille. Universal Children…  

Lovely, her book on Enlightenment, freeing up~ 

Married to a beautiful squaw who could want more? 

Its been such a long time smiling, misty blue. 

Receptive very cool, coming from the heart ~ 

COMING from the OPEN HEART 

On a roll of Real descriptions, No Propaganda.  

That’s where everyone should be coming from ~ 

“I’ve got a perfect one here”
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Dominion of Another Government Policy (Alibi) 

If they understood that ~ Bang, Bang, Bing, Bang! 

Can’t see the trees for the would! You’d think, 

better to Socialise people than alienating them…  

Can’t see trees for the wounded! What’s that about?  

What do we understand of culture, people, nature,  

nurture? Can we Cultivate it or can we destroy it; 

do we have any real choice with this Propaganda? 

‘Ack-Ack’, what’s it telling us, sister, brother, teacher? 

What is the wisdom of your neighbour, dad, mother? 

“I measure my wealth by the love I’ve got in my life” 

“How can a friend be in debt?” 

* 

Forever About -Face 

All day, a baby on your hip, begging, 

keeps the terrifying, grim reaper away! 

Inside there’s sunshine too ~ 

betrays a human, watermelon smile.  

Stages of schizophrenia called ‘selfish marriage’.  

If he’s got a good heart he can join in the party. 

Put a gold Star by that one mate * 

Wicked! Living it Real, being real.  

Do you know what I mean? 

The Zoo is using the restricted Mind. 

Conscience travelling beyond itself  

to no-mind, spiritual, Cosmic Space 

No meaning, life goes on ~ changing 

Give it some other common sense of detachment. 

Universal mind *Universal heart *Universal art, 

dancing feelings, the omnipresent, divine oceanic ~  

Butlers, they always did it, wives always got the blame! 

‘The femme nurtures the birth ~ the man the shame!’ 

Essence of the generation through waves of vibration.  

Eternal love ~ opening your heart’s petals
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“Someone put on some trance ~ 

Bubbles getting higher, up there havin’ it. 

The lungyi dance, it was Jail house rock ~ 

We had prison saris for those who were convicted… 

“A very nice time, I was pretending to be Sonia Gandhi” 

“I’d lie on the bed in the cell and dream I was in Shiva Valley” 

‘Time doesn’t exist, but don’t miss the train’ ~ Mr. Krishnamurti. 

‘Know all the rules well so you can break them properly’ Dalai Lama. 

When you get the synchronicity ~ you know you’re on the right path. 

* 

VIP * Very Imaginative Prisoner 

“We’ll pray for you, for your freedom” 

Om Mani Padma Hum~ Tibetan monks running! 

Jail birds dropping their feathers on the concrete wall. 

“I’d collect them and put them in my hair ~ 

I’d make a pair of wings and fly away from here” 

* 

Abstract Baba, They do respect 

Scooters, brahmins, oilfields, vedic scriptures,  

rights, rituals, chai, puja, marriage, Gods, gold,  

holy cows, monkeys, weddings, burning Ghats. 

Very much living by movement, in the moment. 

Walls of holi colour and global white wizards ~ 

The Magi, it came from Abyssinia, Iraq, Kazakhstan,  

Azerbaijan ~ keepers of the Trust, keepers of the flame. 

Keepers free from fright, keepers of the eternal light. 

Hasn’t got any chance against the Truth in a fight. 

Dissolving alchemical energy absolutely ~ 

pumpin’ like the magnet of a Meteorite, 

Yeah it’s reality ~ Cosmic tides
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Mind Field * Mine Field  

‘Feeling matters, feeling clear waters ~ 

Refuse the bomb, defuse the Ego, Amigo! 

The Lotus in the plastic wastes of India. 

Bliss, the Ocean’s waves ~ 

Everything and anything… 

In the 15 dimensions to the corner shop. 

Pierced, sunlit nipples, ecstasy on her lips, 

sky beams traversing your golden smiles ~ 

In the 120 billion galaxies, a trillion light year miles 

to switch on the life ~ unfolding, petalled Nenuphars 

* 

Only waves and beams moving You  

Y/our Universe together, together to ~  

‘A Marriage made in Heaven!’ 

Refraction, diffraction ~ reflection, rejection… 

Absolution, marriage made in natural Paradise ~ 

Universal infection, Dhamma injection, very nice.  

It’s a Miracle ~ mirror, mirror of the Cosmos. 

Comrade Beautiful, Comrade Chiaroscuronova. 

Waves and rays moving through glinting sunbeams  

loving you 

* 

Aureola Lover  

On the side of Angels ~ 

Great Sex is heightened sensation,  

sensations ~ to become enlightened.  

Becoming free, in natural harmony  

to become absolutely one with you ~ 
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to become one, natural harmony, not amoury ~ 

No abusing, children’s light, rainbow polyamory. 

Full-moon, heart supreme ~ 

Love Yourself, Love your dream. Being original ~ 

For your sacred celebration for your Cosmic delectation,  

for the spirit in you, for the heart in you, for the infinite. 

Inside, you know spiritual, you know metaphysical… 

Not out of context if no propaganda, no more ignorance.  

Realise the difference, your mind’s playing clever games. 

We believe in father Sky, we believe in mother Earth. 

Blessings not adversity ~ to feel the truth within us all 

* 

Coke Monster 

“Come and have a line of something” “A line of what?” 

Two chillums and a drop of acid before I even had a shower! 

“That just came from Jamaica!” Extra-sensory ~ 

Keeper of the Pharaoh’s cosmetic box. 

Guess I’m lucky, could’ve been a curse. 

Patted down, felt my collar. 

Death is * Death is not ~ 

No editing * Angels exist 

* 

No Spin Doctors’ Madness, Only Free Spirits 

Feeling the fear but does it anyway! Sheeple asleep. 

No propaganda, is free from fear, free from suffering ~ 

freer from delusion, terrible, horrible illusion, not bliss.  

Free of ignorance; an intrinsic, natural, life of harmony 

is more encouragement, more in touch, no more lies ~ 

no more misinformation, no misfortune but contentment.
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Happy families and fulfilment, compassion, loving 

kindness, equality and equanimity ~ deeper, subtler 

energy, more transmission, golden beams of dancing,  

glowing light, more devotion, respect, communicating. 

Telepathic, luminosity, synchronicity, letting go, flow ~ 

is more experience, realisation, recognition, warmer smiles,  

resonance, finer vibrations, less irrational senses, more magic,  

humour, higher will power and protection, better negotiation,  

empathy, sympathy, dialogue, listening to no insane gibberish, 

warmongering, scaremongering, giving more vitality, growth ~  

clearer memory, more consideration, gentleness, tenderness, bliss, 

more abundant harvests, festivals, fragrant blooms, celebrations,  

gratitude, more tolerance, intimacy and mercy, less lunacy,  

not making a devil out of you, more higher states of awareness, 

less discrimination, less tension, less negativity, less stressed ~  

more blessed and liberated, peaceful and Conscious, less guilt… 

grief, shame, sin, doubt, pain, torture, destruction, unjust wars.  

Struggling against Propaganda’s reprehensible methodology, 

guile, stealth, blight, deceit, secrecy, slander, distortions, loss, 

incidents with spellbound mad dogs, Emergencies, the Troubles! 

We need to rechannel, neutralize corruption, treachery, cunning-  

ploys to bring more clarity of vision, to discern our real Universe ~  

Activating energy centres which were too weak, needs to be strong  

inside oneself. Truth gives us less panic attacks, less terror, less heart  

attacks, heart breaks, less bights, fights, frights and sleepless nights,  

less bad trips, less heavy intrusion, invasion, censorship, confusion,  

losing, inhuman cruelty, suffering, suspiciousness, superstitiousness, 

superciliousness, less anger, less arrogance, less harm and alarm, 

apprehension, disgust, panic, trepidation and nightmares,  

less resentment, conceit, haughtiness, fake superiority ~
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Deceit ain’t neat, or a cure, to hear it blown out of  

proportion every day, because we can’t accept defeat ~  

Now we need less misleading stories, deceptions, treachery, 

hoaxes, subterfuge, just to sell your fake news, less unreliable  

facts, metadata, fraud, dishonest evidence does not prevent it 

with so much unreliable, ambiguous use, have less suspicion, 

hostility and unease when you only want to tease and please.  

Less uptightness, enjoy a lovely night, less deep sorrow, Pain, 

anxiousness, desperation, depression, greed, needy selfishness,  

ruinous debt and poverty, less immoral advertising, promotion, 

publicity, unethical hype just to sell your type, less blatant bias ~  

prejudice, hate, ignorance, alienation, isolation from neighbours,  

less nervousness and distrust, less manipulation by satanic demons!  

More rapture, not afraid of capture from fundamental, fanatical, mad,  

extremists of any colour, religion, persuasion. Need more bright ideas,  

less tears, more Openness, more Insight, bright light and lovely delight,  

more Nirvana, fun filled, gorgeous, amorous kisses ~ Happy Blisses. 

More surfing, friendliness, social forums, informed humanity ~  

Powerful, Independent, more acceptance; All Inclusive ONE faith.  

True knowing, more real, Cosmic senses, education and Knowledge,  

more balance and harmony, liberation leading to creation, joyousness,  

kindness, worth, confidence, Reality and Cosmic spatial boundlessness  

* 

With No Propaganda we all care more ~  

we also have less severe, sweeping searches  

for exaggerated, super dangerous, paranoid militants  

living somewhere in tents, that we take less seriously…  

imagined threats to our children playing in the park or 

out after dark, gives less edgy, anxiety, jumpy, strained,  

tense, personal relations. ‘The seriously wounded, dead’. 

Being traumatised about the boy you invited home alone.
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Constant pressure, more rigidity, to be clear ~ 

deep seated worrying of criminals as neighbours,  

living in your street, those you never want to meet.  

And less anguish, horrible phobias, schizophrenias,  

of the defenceless and vulnerable to this media frenzy!  

The Simple Truth is less sociopathic, envy, distrusting, 

brings the needed better conductors and Angelic light ~  

Protectors from dark thrusts of negative energy patterns… 

No more Propaganda creates positive magnetic force fields,  

that are a must, better to work on the purest levels of Spirit ~  

in fully open trust, healing, correcting imbalances before they  

become physical, emotional, nervous, mental, psychic diseases. 

Better influences with essences, better connections with other ~ 

Extra-terrestrial dimensions, Universal undulations~tune into 

my thought, oneness, timelessness, organic unity of peacefulness. 

They never need have fought, more brilliant ways of penetration, 

enjoying deeper ecstasies and cherished multi-orgasms, calmness, 

innocence, radiance, less ignorance, less racism, less terrible stupid  

rhymes of insane crimes, less anger, desecration. No Propaganda,  

for less deluded, manic, psychotic, mentally ill, disturbed for sure,  

even with all this added, certified, Security offered to Protect Us,  

100% scrutinised; neurotic, always needing more! Transparency,  

clarity is definitely more focused, less killer lies, distorted judgments 

and cloak and dagger, hidden hand, psychopathic spies, surprise!  

Bringing better Concentration, determination and commitment,  

less Hate Problems, Free from Propaganda is free from repugnant 

Persecution, Coercion, Fascist Conversion. Makes it Crystal clear ~  

(How out of touch these Machiavellian, Satanic, insane minds are). 

Proven links between illegal Invasions, Conquest, Occupation of Iraq, 

and Afganisthan, except in fact for those responsible for Propaganda, 

and mass murder with Government and lobbyist policies all approved.  

So who should accept and take responsibility for these demonic actions? 

Now where are those insurgent sheep, in your dreams?
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With No Propaganda, we receive better perception, perspectives ~ 

helps a better struggle for true democracy, less corruption and YOB.  

uprising, more listening to all the Peoples’ Common good sense and 

those Brave Associations supporting the helpless Victims of Tyrants 

and Terror. The Two go hand in hand! And Asylum Centres which  

help the terribly distressed; needs more resolution, less Oil Spoils ~  

Power rich syndromes, syndicates. Needs construction, not insane  

destruction, more feeling, less wheeling, dealing, more sensuality,  

sensitivity, no more crazy doubts about that! Propaganda’s very  

convincing, absolutely Negative role, bringing only more dislike,  

bitterness, animosity, indignation, grudges, piqued and offended  

ill feelings to their Spirits. Let’s have more Peace & bliss on Earth  

for a better goodnight, bright senses to awaken sheep asleep and  

higher Awareness. No more separation, no more spinning glib fibs,  

venal reasons, no more wind ups. The Simple Truth for the record! 

* 

Don’t be miffed, offended, vexed, insulted in somebody’s embittered  

name, or be told to take exception. More understanding is needed ~  

humanity and humility. Who’s pulling these unconscious, mad strings? 

Which sordid people and Why, what good is it? What is Zero tolerance? 

‘Propaganda Wars’ >>>The Roots of All Evil <<< 

Circumcises the brain, in the lobotomy fields of Sharon! 

Profits, ignorance and darkness, not light Consciousness! 

‘Empathise warriors’ sustain the Oneness, timelessness ~  

Unity of Peacefulness. Maintain and Fulfill its destiny…  

Love the World, naturalness of Cosmic and Human Life.  

Divine Essence ~ Wings of Light, Universal Psychic force.  

Open hands of Wisdom, No more routs, bouts of doubts… 

No secrets, no more regressed, oppressed, suppressed,  

doom and gloom or disbelief. Truth brings us relief. 

No more Enemies at the Door! Omen, Amen, Om!
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Satsang Vision of a Vision of a Vision ~  

‘Its been a long, long time’ Radiant futurist 

Instinctive Impressions, Intuitive Kundalinis ~ 

Aspirations Conversions Inspirations Creativity. 

Incorporated World, World Incorporated  

Universal Awareness ~ equanimity with the flow. 

Sublime, subliminal, Serene, Surrendering to Compassion. 

The best Languages of Oceanic peace and Cosmic bliss. 

No Propaganda is from inside big smiles of the heart ~  

Best Self, Blessed Self, all very rewarding, a butterfly effect.  

“Sharing, giving to less fortunate people, makes me Happy” 

True Wealth, why not? Yin and Yang of Peace and Quiet. 

Krishnamurti: ‘If one cannot understand nature, 

one could never hope to understand Man’ 

* 

A Black Classic 

You want to see a great film * ‘It's never too late ~ 

“All we ask is to be treated equally as human beings” 

Everyone wants to be happy, but few know how. 

The black peoples’ power salute at the Olympics! 

“I bet they didn’t have lifejackets either!” 

There’s a light on it * light her up! 

You never know ~ naturally smart. 

“He’s gonna be a Kambo frogman ~ 

She loves il fungo magico 

* 

Rays 

Keep it light * Switch Off the Power cabal. 

Seeing through the visor of an Astronaught 

seeing through the veil of a sweating woman. 

Inside, watching your film in outer Space ~ 

Leads to tantra magic with mantra spells… 

Being thankful for what you got and not got.
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Sai Baba’s message ~ 

‘Love all and be kind to all  

because I live and exist in all’ 

* 

Love is the World 

Love is the magic word ~ 

             Love is a magic bird 

                           to set you free 

* 

No Devastation, Intolerable Pain, No Propaganda 

It’s Balance of Heart and Mind and Spirit ~ 

Living beside a Goddess * full of gracious goodness.  

Living the life force, no brutal slavery, no bastinado,  

no violence, no corruption, exploitation, Imperialism. 

Manipulation of the song of our dreams.  

Powers of the Divine ~ not Mine or thine. 

* 

Experience the sublime, not a crime against another ~ 

Experience rainbow colours, delicious and nice to know.  

Experience the music of Archangels ~ Inspirational. 

In fact, all the amazing qualities, to Space’s infinity  

are Opposed to Propaganda’s ‘Classified Exercises’. 

Living poetically, silent stillness, deep surrender, peace  

and relaxation for our sacred, fractal-hologram memory. 

For your growing realisation, crystal focus, concentration,  

for our unity, community, for all those loved and cherished. 

Sending empathy into future generations ~ 

Make happiness now against powerful, dark lies. 

Welcome back into my life, unreality is not real ~ surreal.  

High energy, better communication, less paranoia, fears. 

For more togetherness, more respect, less tears.
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Who’s making these crimes on us, for what true purpose?  

Filling our minds with rubbish, keeping it fully poisoned,  

keeping this inspiration down low, so, no fulfilment. Why?  

Beyond minds, our Temples are taken over to be used, hacked  

by ruthless tyrants, dictators, oppressors, programme controllers  

using ego-force to keep us chained as their slaves, weak, isolated,  

blind and imprisoned! Let’s realise the goodness inside all of us ~ 

* 

Psychedelic Origami  

“When the drugs kick in, you give everything away” 

Muslim polygamy, Darth Veda, indoctrination, 

religious perspective, distraction from real truth. 

Disconnected from the body * mind ~ 

When you fall in love it’s the chemistry. 

“Do you know who’s in command?” “Yeah!” 

“You don’t enter posh society without sniffing cocaine!” 

‘The art of meditation is not to control your mind, 

but to not let your mind control you’. Wife#5.com 

Hard wired ~ the smell of the Mother 

* 

Logically Damned 

“I’m a warrior for Peace, friend” 

In the harmony groove ~ together. 

High, we were all in an altered state. 

We should all be living in fruit orchards. 

I was part of the Psychedelic Revolution ~ 

“It’s about not having your mind enslaved!” 

“Five years to brainwash someone to be doctor” 

His holiness raped her under the Lucifer telescope! 

Who wouldn’t want a mango, acid and a chillum? 

Six sprays before that apple comes to you as toxic… 

Our aim, turn the world’s electro-magnetic field on ~ 

“I grew up with a cow in the house, Baba”
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Whatever happens I don’t Mind  

Complete * I * transcended Mind, into Cosmic Space. 

Awareness knowing ~ Love is the most important.  

Finally the healing cycle, the circle comes together. 

Radiant galactic beams, Mojave desert skies.  

Original creativity and Infinity, on the ball. 

Tenderness, generous, sublimely beautiful.  

A free for all, return of the prodigal dove ~  

‘Please grant me serenity to accept the things  

I can’t change, the courage to change the things 

I can and the wisdom to know the difference ~’ 

While they fill our heads with all that other rubbish! 

‘The grass is always greener where it’s being watered’. 

Looking at the Sun dancing the dream, flowing stream. 

I can’t do fuck all, and they’re launching more Rockets! 

Vibrational intelligence, whose Conscience? Dial change.  

No Propaganda, positive energy settings, we’re on a roll ~ 

He’s got the heart of the people, rapping it; oh, Yeah! 

* 

Baga Drop-off 

“A trip ~ it’s all you” 

Cortes had the last of God! 

“You have stolen a life belt!” “What?” 

We think it’s about getting something, 

when it’s about giving something ~ 

that’s when you, we all really get it! 

They think it’s about the others… 

when it’s really about themselves! 

Proper horrible kid… 

Just a smackhead’s den! 

A fuckin’ shithole... 

It’s not about you
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Everyone needs a hugging, I’m as fragile as F… 

They’re all coming to Ammaji for some meaning. 

Beltane the green maid’s ritual of fertility ~ 

Spring’s virgins presented at the camp fire, 

tribal bonding, happy harvesting, heartfelt,  

real perceptions, true interpretations, sensations. 

No Propaganda, that’s where everyone should be 

coming from ~ “I’ve got a perfect one here!”  

Spiritual rap ~ timing gets your solar plexus, 

vibrates, that’s what the people pick up on ~ 

that’s how we should be living, a natural life.  

No Propaganda when spirits are coming down. 

How he’s rapping it, do you know what I mean?  

Dissolving sunbeams from the heart is hard core.  

* 

Targeted Reaction 

What’s Expectation’s opposite? No Expectation.  

Mr. Ali,‘Detachment it’s not about not owning things  

It’s about things not owning you’. No disappointment. 

“Don’t do anything with craving, expectation’s desire” 

Being in the heart of life, the heart of a good person ~ 

The here & now, I can see your wings Angel ~ essence. 

Experience an ultimate trip, Giving * rebirth energies.  

A spiritual dimension ~ “Please Pick me!” 

Love of inspirational, Universal being ~ 

Pure Joy comes from the sacred womb.  

No tragic * Pure magic 

* 

Safety Net 

People jumping out of windows at the Apple factory! 

Seeing the occasional bird flying around, no other ~ 

wild life, at the end of the river in central Amazonia.  

A land grabbing Global Kleptocrazy; they got in early! 

Disheartening unless…
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Life force in each Cosmic atom, 

in each natural blade of grass ~ 

Bubbles of Shiva, Om Conscience 

not any bomb in a womb or a tomb. 

I will surrender, the perfect conception. 

Divine perception 

* 

Forked Tongues 

Dharamsala, ‘one giant leap for Planet Earth’. 

Signor Miro’s crazy squiggles, loco as a Picasso! 

No longer a fate to suffer but destiny to discover, 

come on baby, light my fire, energy quotient. 

The mind’s not doing it, just lets it flow ~ 

Full moon emotions pulling in the oceans, 

ebb and flow, life’s motions ~ who is the Creator? 

“He lives in a cave, he lives on a boat and in a tree”. 

Where we want to be, omnipresent, nature, absolutely. 

We’ve been told there’s a flow goin’ on ~ singularity. 

Just brought it all up, no attachments, Cosmic fluffy. 

Its polarities, it comes from pure innocence, it’s alive. 

I’m proposing a Divine Ideal  

* 

Perpetual Kisses  

At the limit ~ limit is always limited, a mental-thought. 

Falling in Love with a wonderful French schizophrenic.  

Priceless together ~ watching the sunrise, hand in hand. 

Cries in your sighs, in your thighs, of joys and delight ~ 

Love is being shared between your lips, wet with sweat. 

We met in naked ecstasy, free as can be ~ very happy. 

Went round the bend, on the mend, mind to transcend. 

Out my head, no need of bread, beyond astral thread ~ 
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Hole gone through the whole by complete mistake… 

Such unlucky, misfortune or Karma’s Synchronicity. 

Giving sense to other dimensions * depth.  

Into and through the veil, third eye, my spy, 

opens up galaxies, opens up Aurora Borealis’ 

Energies * heart’s senses * opens Love ~ 

* 

Psychical cyclical * Mystic poet’s painting 

“The edge ~ there is no honest way to explain  

it because the only people who really know  

where it is are the ones who have gone over.” 

Hunter S. Thompson, ‘Hell’s Angels’ 1965. 

“I ask for nothing but the truth” ibid 

“The Biggest Conspiracy is in our Own Mind” 

Under $1 for the life of a natural, beautiful Seahorse! 

What’s Education? What are You teaching Children?  

Where is the Spiritual generosity, geometry of Respect,  

Common Sense, the loving family, community, justice? 

Lifestyles of Consciousness * Conscious of Conception. 

You’re one second old and already a Spirit 

of this sacred & infinite Universe 

* 

Pulling the Perjury Trigger  

Feeling the Mind Wired; Firing on me ~ 

All going off at once! Exploding shooting stars.  

Feelings, desires of gorgeous multiorgasms in you ~ 

all going off at once, sensations speaking in brain codes. 

Never the same, amazing, neurons, synapses signaling,  

sane without the pain, connecting to consciousness~  

“let Love come shining through your eyes” 
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No Propaganda ~ This is Not a Stimulator, Simulator,  

It’s All Real, Real Consequences, Real Causes and Effects! 

Isn’t bewilder meant to be wildering, to confuse not enthuse? 

Free festival free party free nature free love free will  

free creativity free view free vision free dreaming ~  

free breathing free time free life free heart free mind  

free spirit free speech free thought free movement free bliss ~  

Why Accept Anything else but freedom, Truth and Love? 

What good does Propaganda do for You?  

No Propaganda means CLARITY~  

to see the starry skies, INTUITIVELY 

through the Universe, deep into your eyes ~  

no delusions, illusions, conjured-up hallucinations.  

Political coercion with no heart, can get you and all your 

loved ones, starved, massacred, sectioned, tortured, enslaved! 

Collateral damage, excuses, in the wars they start on innocents! 

They make you, the people think yourselves as weak, fearful idiots.  

Disgraceful, negative menace, against positive human development ~ 

Spiritually, don’t cut the love roots or change to hate, despair, dismay.  

Why should you anyway? 

* 

Love affair, she’s finally come back after all this time. 

“I’m off, I’m going out into the Universe mate!” 

A big game, hang on, hang on, I’ve got a crisis goin’ on!  

Don’t let Propaganda rule your Spirit 

don’t let Propaganda rule your Mind 

don’t ever let Propaganda rule your Heart ~ 

don’t let Propaganda make you feel like a criminal. 

Who are these dangerous people, making Emergencies?
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Tuesday’s Major Incidents and violent disorders ~ 

Dividing and Conquering, a well developed model!  

‘Black Magic Arts’ of Persuasion? No Virtue to talk of. 

Best defence is to live in the Truth, connect to Wholeness, 

eternal boundlessness; my head’s all mine, the view is #1.  

You just have to put yourself inside, lovely Reality ~ 

Same kind of thing, nothing happenin’ ~ so I thought,  

I’m off, but that love flew back from being lost, turning.  

Ultimately it’s all changing on Infinite dimensions ~ 

this is the essential, regardless of all the bullshit. 

Never get stuck, smashed by a truck, it’s bad luck! 

Happens, it’s there, it always changes ~ eventually. 

Flow in the know, be kind don’t get caught in the Mind. 

* 

No More ‘WMD’ But Words of Mass Deception! 

Eluded: he’s a Real War Criminal Against Humanity! 

Not an Imaginary vision, it’s hardcore satanism mate. 

‘Can’t tell you what it’s about, but got everything in it’  

Shamans knowing how to use the natural elements ~ 

but unfortunately, Sectioned back home in the UK! 

Big conspiracy, in our own mind, put there by whom? 

Understanding, Your Cosmic connection, Your Truth.  

A honeyed person, roots, integrating into Earth Mother  

Your Identifying with? So how far away from the Source? 

Want too much for Ourselves; Liberation, Enlightenment. 

It’s not the true magic, use it wisely brother, sister, let it go. 

A means to an end, connected to each other in the free flow ~ 

Everything, streaming rhythms, more focused not flipped out. 

Contagious Inspiration in fields of Cosmic frequencies  

Speaking from the heart sharing Unconditional Love ~
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Wanting others to be happy and fully realised ~ 

“Yesterday I was rich and now I’m poor, Why?”  

Changes, taking more, needs giving more *Generosity. 

Deeply relaxed, at peace, a sunny, summer afternoon. 

Beauty in the garden, on the beach at Café del Mar. 

“Now that Your light is in my heart”  

“Bringing me back to life” 

* 

‘Inshallah’ ~ Is Surrendering All  

L. ‘congregatio de propaganda fide’  

Spiritual, no doubt, You know what’s Not Real ~  

Exposure to deeper penetration of the magic Pudenda.  

Separation from You, as the amputation of my Heart.  

Understanding, waves, spirals, vortices, spirit, mate ~  

‘Sirispata’ ~ A flame on top of the head. Not important 

how it was, or how it could be, but how, ‘It Is Now ~  

Extreme counter-reaction to a bombing, from Myanmar’s 

Government. “They were exploded by forces of democracy!”  

Why don’t western democracies then really support the People’s  

struggle against these obvious Fascist, Anti-Democratic forces? 

Undulations, resonances, instinct, intuition, nothing is… 

Everything Is Becoming ~  

Nothing is static * everything is Dynamic!  

The Madness of Warmongers, Madness of War Profiteers!  

Insanity of fighting, the misjudgements visited on Innocents. 

Who is made to be Responsible? What is their real value?  

A sham, 'Imman’; Salahudin’s ‘City of Conscience’ where?  

Where’s the peoples’ Free press? Our Right to have truly  

critical questions asked of those who are responsible?  And 

for there to be Real answers, Justice for the consequences. 

A new spiritual model for Jerusalem, Peace be upon you.  

Give me a break! Do you understand what’s happening?
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Side Effects from Public Beheading Corps! 

Recognising, The Vast Contradictions: Desert Gulags. 

5*Imperial Inn, The Gulf of Atrocities & Monstrosities. 

Serene Sadhu cottages, Himalayas; Beatnik Hotel Benares;  

The Spaced-Out Beats’ Hotel, San Francisco. Amsterdam;  

The Prince Machiavelli Albergo, Vatican, Washington D.C;  

Last of the Demons and Mad Mullahs Hotel, Baghdad, Tehran, 

Riyadh and Jerusalem; ‘The #1 Asylum’, London, England, GB.  

New Crusaders Hostelry, Wall Street, N.Y. The City of London. 

Thankful Buddha’s Smile, Dharamsala, Bodh Gaya, Igatpuri. 

The Executioners, Regency Plaza, Jeddah, Tehran, Sudan. 

The Psychedelic, Cosmic Vision, Hotel, Kathmandu, Maui, 

Amsterdam, Anjuna and The New Edition, Taliban Suites,  

N.Y. and Houston. The Royal Jihad Towers, Riyadh, Lahore.  

Destruction of the Infidel, Feudal Bunker, Damascus, and Madrid.  

The Nuevos Conquistadors, Banquet Rooms, Washington DC. Kabul,  

Lima, San Salvador, Caracas. The New World Order, Excelsior Hotel, 

Washington D.C. London, New World Enterprise, Conference Centre, 

Shanghai. The Diablo Hotel, Rwanda. Plague of Locusts Hotel, Cairo,  

Tel Aviv. The Brain-Washed B&B. UK. & USA. and everyone else!  

The Violent Fanatic Spa and Gym, London, Babylon, Basel and N.Y. 

The Assassin Arms Pub, Belfast, N Ireland, Langley, Virginia.  

The Crazy Dictator Stadium, Santiago, Yangon and Pyongyang. 

The Mafia Lodge, N.Y. Palermo, and Moscow, Etc;  

The Invisibly Mad Psychopath, Adventure Resort,  

Cambodia, Myanmar, Kinshasa and Srebrenica. 

The Happy Global Sweatshop & Club Privee,  

London, Wall Street, Beijing, Mumbai and Tegucigalpa, et al.  

The Biggest Princely Rip-Off Palace, London, Saudi, Dubai. 

The Bloody Smiling Martyrs Motel and Social Society, 

The Holy Land, Jerusalem, Palestine, Gaza and Damascus.
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The New Coliseum Chalet, Moscow, N.Y. Washington D.C. 

The Wall Street, Nuevo Inter-Active Casino, New York, USA.  

The Landless Peasant, Presidential Park Hotel, developing countries.  

The Dead, Sad Llama, Sanctuary Spa Hotel, Lima, La Paz, Tijuana.  

The Penniless Coffee Bean Finca Resort, Brasilia, Guatemala city, Kenya.  

The Tyrants/Genocidal-suicidal Noodle Factory, & Parador, Lhasa, Beijing. 

Dire Poverty, Banana growers Co-op, Country Club, Belize, Ecuador, La Paz. 

Celestial, Precious Resources, exploited by all The Dynasties of Oily-gopolies,  

Coronet Hotel, Kuwait City, Riyadh, Qatar, Houston and Washington D.C. 

The Free Trade Zone, Safari, Gaming and Health Resort, somewhere in Africa.  

Le Palais de Injustice, Palms Hotel Conference Centre with Duty-Free shopping 

Brussels, Strasbourg, Paris, London, franchised in All European Capitals ~ 

NWO. BIS. IMF. World Bank, Multi National Corps; GCHQ’s dictating! 

* 

Falling False, Fallible, Faithful Fanatics 

‘Circle spirals itself back to its place at the beginning of SPACE’  

‘When separation exists from the ‘Oneness’~ 

there will always be a return to that Oneness’. 

His understanding was now complete, its destiny is now fulfilled.  

Merging, accepting whatever comes as just Karma, Your Karmaaaa 

Always Changing ~ Universal Karma, Divine Karma not YoUtopia  

Knowing, separates the dichotomy, duality of Your Karmic energies. 

Dhamma wholeness is infinite, quantum, sub-conscious, atomic levels. 

Divine Chakras * Lotus petals * gene pools, blossoming in open hearts. 

* 

Psychedelic happenings 

‘We have art so that we shall not die of reality’ Nietzsche. 

‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ ~ The treachery of images. 

Black skinheads joining the National Front… 

“I’m British!” “You’re the hero of your movie” 

Ceci n’est pas moi, ‘Inshallah; keep trying ~ 

Smart with nature.
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Famine at the Great wall of China. Struggling to ~  

The People’s Great Hall of Mirrors & Xtra-Illusions, 

beyond the Mind’s limits * beyond Time and Space. 

Momentary death ~ rebirth ever changing, blessings.  

Look into their eyes * Reprogramming, curing twisted 

forgiveness from his heart; full with the radiating waves  

of Love, not unmistakable auras of death and destruction!  

Keep on the No propaganda, non-delusional memory path. 

Terrible truth, the lightness extinguished inside of him & her. 

How shattered he had become in contrast to they who radiate  

health, completeness, wonderful truth, ciruitry, connectivity ~ 

Psychic abilities ~ tried to bring his whole being into alignment…  

something was missing inside, broken hearted, hollowness, despair.  

Feelings, it’s all Karma/:\Synchronous, let it be, realise dhamma ~ 

You can’t alter that moment, only by accepting, not identifying with it,  

equanimously, realising the sensations of your sub-atoms are changing,  

in this boundlessness of being ~ We can’t comprehend the unthinkable. 

Going beyond My little Selfish Me, a bigger picture evolving, let it be ~ 

Don’t react with a static Ego, use it for discovery, Life is Cosmic energy. 

Always changing so our ego isn’t real, we create 3D personality, destiny.  

* 

Developed by Propaganda’s addiction, is greed, desire, aversion, 

cravings, ignorance, watching him assessing the damage… 

How to find a natural cure, when in suffering and denial? 

Be conscious, the constant flowing of energy in everything.  

Magnetic grids, the auric shield, understanding Infinity ~ 

dreaming, travelling, awareness not illusion, imagination.  

Knowing not believing, Observing inner fulfillment ~ 

Self contained, purity, clarity of being ~ As It Is  

Finely attuned intelligence, the Great Adventure
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No Propaganda, movements of Ceremonial dance ~ 

Pure joy, brilliant blue, Cosmic sky on a Hopi village. 

Sparkling Universal Ocean, the eternal silence of Space. 

Ebb and flow, sailing across the Infinity of endless waves ~  

A soothing nothingness, time for you to awaken, step forward  

to claim who you truly are ~ beyond your wildest dreamings! 

Premonitions of mysteries, your quantum body of crystal light. 

Stepping into the labyrinths, depths of one’s sub-consciousness. 

Its very essence, Love, tenderness, generosity, gratitude, sincerity,  

radiating unconditionally ~ Love’s soothing aura.  

* 

Propaganda, energies tainted, distorted, treacherous ~  

falling from grace. Hidden secrets of unknown potentials.  

Insinuated, detoured, energy patterns responding differently. 

Forbidden knowledge, temptation of fabulous, forbidden fruit,  

peculiar feelings of unnaturalness. Where is Mutual Respect?  

Ever Changing Ecstatic Vibrations continuing Alive. 

No propaganda, total absorption, enraptured ~ 

revealed, destiny already sealed by higher forces. 

Time of their completion having faith, just is ~ 

inside Cosmic Vision ~ of non-Identification, 

‘We die in order to return to our Spirit’ 

* 

Divinely Forbidden * Star Fruit  

Abandoned by the Love of his life,  

nearly expiring of a broken heart! 

Severely enamoured, revealed ~ 

“Beautiful, every day is Perfect” 

No fig leaf for the unconditioned. 

Full light ~ dissolving sweetness
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Propaganda, get Real ~ out of the lost labyrinths.  

Will we know the extent of the permanent damage,  

Imbalances * within the emotional, mind ~ body? 

Perfect release, legends, myths, memories, discernment,  

promises, sacred vows-cows, beliefs, experience, knowing. 

Temples of Creative Healings and Gorgeous Feelings.  

Delighted smiles, expressions of loving support. 

Surrendering to the Divine 

* 

Incredible Concentric Solace 

Better off remembering who You Really Are **~~ 

If you feel like you’re losing your memory, maybe it’s 

because the other stuff we’re told we should remember is 

just too Mundane. Another Formula of Brainwashing to 

fill our Minds and Time with Junk not funk ~ to keep us 

on the track of What they want us to Think and Believe ~ 

the powers of Authority control our Lives and our energies,  

and direction of our Consciousness. They give us too much… 

distraction, under some form of Fixed Penalty or reward that,  

this is the way to fail or succeed, to find Love and salvation ~ 

This is what we definitely need, take the Ideological Program. 

They keep us all disconnected from our Cosmic sense of Unity,  

with each other and Mother Nature. Our Consciousness is lost!  

Realising the Important stuff is memorised in y/our Crystals.  

No Propaganda is the Truth, that We All Need to Know ~ 

Within another dimension, your Intelligence, synchronisticly 

Is Perfect Synergy * True Experience of Existence ~ 

No pretence, false Identifications, purpose or pretexts. 

Step through the world into a whole, separate reality. 

Losing your artificial-intel-self; needing to understand 

this true nature of energies, avoiding distrust, but Yes ~ 

Concentrate * focus, Observe, impermanence of existence
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True Existence of Reality.  

I said, “I gave my Promise, I Keep My Word!” 

Propaganda, the Spell, certain types of Enchantment, 

transfixed, taking Possession of all your bodies & minds.  

Webs of Black magic, Mesmerized, hypnotized, 

Brain Washedise. Propagandised, Your being,  

possessed by those in Power, done for a reason,  

the purpose to Control. Needs the patient act of  

Understanding and Rejection >< Attention!  

Real Attention to Illusion, AI-VR. Delusion.  

Fascinated by its powerful Psycho-Biomagnetism.  

Afraid of Fear! Weaknesses and dishonour, shame,  

loss, disgrace and guilt. Failed to undo the Spell of 

Ignorance, greed, Selfish Ego, desires of possessing. 

Who needs, suffering, pains in such a debasing way?  

What is the combination to this labyrinth of Illusion, 

devouring you all up? Entrapped, belonging to Who? 

This Karma of the Possessors, ‘Being the Possessed’  

Return to Awareness back to Holistic Recognitions. 

Propaganda has only Negative powers and vibrations.  

Absolutely No Natural, Human, Spiritual Qualities ~ 

Demands always, Remember Reality, No Propaganda. 

Truth Is Truth, not Tragic resignation ~ 

even from a broken heart 

* 

Dysfunctional Cock Up ~ You Live & Learn 

Clean Screen, light headed no more screams. 

Wipe it-Swipe it, Brain wavey ~ washing. 

What’s the top branding of your detergent? 

Your Mind isn’t that kind? ‘Desert Storm’, 

grains of plutonium, sand, microbes imbibe. 

Isn’t that another War Crime, tell the Truth
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Where are all their white Buffalo gone? 

Symbols of hope, humanity, Manitou! 

* 

Pranachita Demanding No More Neo-Cortex Rinsing 

Dhamma, Universal calls, Natural laws, Planet Alive. 

Laws of Change, Laws of Peace and No Propaganda…  

Everywhere was an atmosphere of Love and friendliness  

not incessant Alarm and Fear, Conjured by Politicos…  

Warning, warring, warming, incessant calls to be Armed. 

To be Vigilant works like a charm for them; Grey men!  

Frightened anticipation, constant sounding of Danger…  

Uneasiness and Harm, Change the Rules, are we Fools?  

Eternal changing this Quantum * sub-atomic Universe.  

Its Truth is the essence of Life ~ shouldn’t allow Strife!  

“Time moves everything whether we like it or not” 

“All compounded things are Impermanent” 

Nothing Is, Everything Is Becoming ~ 

No Propaganda is Vibrancy, but the Amazon’s dying! 

What does Anyone care and Why? They feel so scared!  

Genocide, refugees, atrocities, psycho-paths of Madmen, 

from Hell. Stop the carnage, murdering, torturing, rapes. 

“One million Innocent corpses and we saved two babies!” 

Becoming invisible through greed; bio-mass destruction… 

Saw the Headlines every hour that Summer on Sat. TV.  

And read about it daily in all Major International papers.  

Our Glorious Global Corporate Media! Knowing it all… 

Yet, nothing was done to stop it! It’s Truly Unbelievable! 

What do You Know or feel when Nothing’s Really Real? 

Terribly Betrayed, everlasting tormenting, grieving, loss! 

Learning to forgive Ourselves, becoming whole again ~ 

High attitude, High altitude, going somewhere to safety. 

Desperately Fleeing, Free of torments, our deep inner self
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finding personal power. Release this enormous guilt.  

Healing final debasement, from the imprisoned depths. 

Propaganda cannot ever help, it’s Not Real in any way. 

So why does it exist, ABSOLUTELY no Positive purpose! 

* 

Exempt from prejudice, captured the Inspiration. 

The liberated yogini ~ eyes to seek the truth, calm, 

serene and Independent*Glowing radiant beauty. 

Transcendental essences not an ailing, agonised ~ 

ignorant humanity which has been forever blinded, 

ignoring the Truth. Why? Conversion by compulsion, 

by sophisticated, psychological manipulation, makes 

them 21st century prisoners to the senses in this Global,  

Greedy, Materialised, Capitalist Minded, Environment! 

Why? Resolutely important, vitally searching for Reality.  

No more propaganda, poised on the edge of Poisoned Lake. 

Diseases, no more lying, no more crying, no fears and tears… 

It’s Bad Magic, Mad Magic, Bad Mojo, Mad Mojo, Voodoo.  

All very tragic, it’s bad karma, it’s mad this part of dhamma ~ 

It’s Bad juju, is Mad Juju, Really needs to Open those doors…  

Takes further steps into awakening - The Information Ministry  

Initiation and learning, Government is responsible to correctly  

Inform People to Qualities of deeper Knowing. These Energies ~ 

Not Rice Krispies ~ dimensional polarities becoming incredibly 

distorted, transgressions, severe disturbances. Know Singularity. 

Firstly, Where Is the Mutual Respect for our Cosmic identity? 

Overwhelming Senses ~ Purest Wisdom * need for focusing, not  

Aggression, panic or desperation. No more Crazy Interference ~  

Life searching for true meaning of our common Universal Spirit!  

Seeking answers to enigmas of Timelessness’ existence in SPACE. 

Not the News, nor Bewitched or Intoxicated, Whipped to get out 

the Mafia-Government’s message, for Our National, Self-Defence.
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Self-Interest and Self-Protection for a Royal Oligopoly!  

Mandated as a reason to subjugate all our human rights ~ 

becoming a Fascist state, NWO. controlling all the resources!  

Now what do we call this, built on the Master and Slave plan? 

Quest from superb security of bondage, deciding to test its truth ~ 

Impeccable integrity, Control, needed absolute Pre-requisite of pure 

Channels ~ Escape being Possessed, away from demented sorcerers. 

Realise justice, releasing powerful patterns, higher dimensional energies.  

Full Remembrance ~ in tune 

* 

No Propaganda, to serve Humankind and Our Planet ~ 

At least Your Awareness has returned smiling as a child. 

You have understanding, make a proper new perspective. 

Who are we to question the workings of Infinite destiny? 

Nothing is, everything is Cosmic emptiness Becoming ~ 

To be highly evolved, just need Be * True Pathless Path.  

Emanating Perfect Love 

* 

‘Necessity Is the Mother of Invention, Not Invasion’  

Did you ever feel it’s amazing to get Fire, so easily taken… 

for granted, from a Cigarette lighter! And water from rain, taps!  

Example: Did you ever wonder about the takeover of the German  

population by the Means of Powerful Propaganda, coercion, fear,  

paranoia, racism, Fascism, Brain washing in the 1930’s -40’s? 

Complete Control of the Minds and hearts and bodies and wills,  

of a whole culture of millions, the little kinder, auch Grossfather… 

In the name of extreme right wing Authoritarianism, Nationalism,  

and Hate to wage war on the whole world especially those with oil!  

Resistance to mind games. Context: they’re real, used for subjugation. 

The Mind’s goin’ off, how do you see yourself as a slave of the elites… 

Your own mind for what it is or isn’t, what it can be? The end is near! 

Life is a flowing river not a swamp-land full of Zombie AI. Androids!
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Accessorizing, No Need of Perfidy  

If they don’t blow us up first it will change ~ of course!  

Can only change continuously ~ this is the essence of life. 

Evolution, unique movements in Space reflecting the light. 

Eternal evolution, funky as you like, fine sunny rain, shine. 

Spiritual rock and roll, walls of fantastic colours! Seeing ~  

Mind for what it is, a paradigm of limited thinking processes. 

* 

The Daily Miracle 

Not The News of The World 

Not The Guardian, The Independent, 

Not the Times or Sunday Times, 

Not The Telegraph or Mail… 

Not even The Daily Mirror  

Nor even The Sun or the Observer! 

Our freedom of will and expression, of Nature, 

of Life, is unconditionally enshrined spiritually 

* 

Incarnate LSD 

“You lose your Synapses” we have trillions! 

Relapses not a collapse in brain function… 

Synapses, what do they do? Make it work! 

Means you never see yourself as a Victim again. 

Using and not losing Your Mind! Into infinity ~ 

Using your insight, your loss, suffering and pains, 

to surf through states of Insane, this is your reality 

using this Karma plane to set you absolutely free.  

Senility is wasted on most people. “Who is Gandhi?” 

Spent his lifetime experiencing Alternative Realities. 

By feeling always the equanimity ~ moving the ‘You’. 

Your Universe into the laughing, light spirit waves ~ 
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A peak of the Goddess’ naked thigh 

Invisible beams spreading the photons * connected. 

You miss the point by trying to control it, FULL POWER 

Source to the mains /dividing it can mean a short circuit. 

Sharing it too for me and you /chromosomes, reflections, 

to know within us all/takes a lovely vow to endow ~ 

Make Happiness now /not manipulating our sacred 

singing from a Sunless black star/All the deep roots, 

expressions, qualities, looking for your own truths/  

Amazing Surya ~ flying from the open lotus heart 

* 

They, We, took it All, hook line and sinker 

Which country, Regime persecutes its Miners? 

Which Regime outlaws Summer solstice parties  

and free raves. Who wants to all Rule the waves? 

Which regime harasses its own people to Stop any 

higher experience of themselves and their shared world? 

Zero tolerance and fair-mindedness, what is this Education… 

teaching fresh minds, causing such anti social, hooligan reaction. 

Where is respect not neglect, where are our natural, divine rights? 

A Democracy of Invasive Authorities, of despotic Inspectors…  

Endemic official, Jobsworth bureaucrats and Cloned wardens. 

Capitalist dogmas selling soul less fruit juice in such a paradise. 

Don’t sink into hate or fall from the brink into oblivion ~ 

express your heart, it’s your right of Spiritual expression. 

Keep the love, obviate the hate, it’ll never do you any good  

especially in such totalitarian, closed mind, coerced states 

How do you rate that plate of Tripe affairs? 

Waving Victorious, Free, “Liberty or Death duality!” 

A Life Sentence, so what! Chill out don’t get depressed  

realise there is Life ~ to be enjoyed regardless of those  

persistent, obstinate,robotic, customized manipulators. 

You have to work on realising that.
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Their Modus Operandi is always trying to achieve to control you,  

compel you, ‘guide’ and Direct You into their strictly obssessed,  

processed, authoritarian programs and dogmatic values to achieve,  

Maximum Obedience, obeisance, abeyance and subservience. 

These sociopaths won’t divulge their Offensive Secrets … 

kept in dark vaults for 300+ years, away from Freedom of 

Information searchers who wish to openly inform the people, you,  

me of the Official Secrets Acts, in the National Interest & Security. 

It’s the System’s power tool to keep us the stupid fool.  

It’s in their Self-Interest not the rest of us bloody fodder. 

To Subvert, confuse, execute, activate, obliterate, rate, 

obligate, orchestrate and obfuscate for their own sakes. 

Now, where is the compassion and liberty in this World? 

How can We even begin to understand This Complex, 

Meaning of State Power and ego on our mundane life? 

Defining our relationship with life & life with humans!  

Nature leads us through Our Minds but what do we find? 

It’s obviously against their philosophy. It still seems like 

we’re living in a Conspiracy made up for the Cold War. 

Do you know dhamma, Vipassana, even natural culture ~ 

wisdom or any other Spiritual practices and knowledge that  

can lead to a life of different & fulfilled human meaning, freely  

in tune with nothingness, boundlessness of Cosmic Vibrations? 

* 

Motto: ‘Against the Void, complete with their Infinite  

Capitalists’ greed, Self-Interest, dividing & Conquering’
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‘Everyone for themselves’, All anti-social behaviours. 

Anti-spiritual scheming which is at the root of this ignorance, 

Alienation, desperation, isolation, separation, disconnection, 

depression, human disintegration,pain, suffering, loss, inequalities,  

divorce and poverties. PTSD exported by Barbarians into your home! 

No people’s solidarity, morality, attributed from ‘Our Correspondent’. 

From ‘An Unidentified Source’ is that Official, like a UFO sighting?  

Incredibly despondent our sense of human family, even between society,  

Our Country, Our Natural Environment, Our Planet, Our Cosmos, Us! 

* 

Today we know it’s true, analysed, there’s nothing new. 

What to do? Why else would they allow this situation ~ 

through their use of Propaganda, to continue in this world  

beset by war and crime, violence, famine, evil fascist traitors,  

despots and dictators and unbelievable exploitation of Peoples  

and the Free resources of Nature ~ Ask the Coke, Nestle CEO! 

* 

Our Mother Earth Planet. What is their true Motivation, 

using these negative tools of Propaganda on us like this? 

Political spin, brainwashing us? This is All supported… 

legally by International Governments and NATO forces, 

Profiteering, Monopolising and Greed obsessed Multi  

National Corporations, False Medias, NWO. Cabals.  

Wherever you are! Now, that’s not hard to figure out 

What is Wrong, go figure out who you really are ~  

Find don’t reject some true evolutionary spiritual  

values of Consciousness! Believing in humankind. 

* 

Courts of Justice and their Enforcement Agencies. 

Ruling us, all living the same Cosmic energies ~  

The bio-magnetic fields, hard to see but we know. 

OBSERVE yourself and those who deserve respect. 

Peace prevails have no doubt. “This is not a dream”
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Unconsciousness hasn’t got a chance against Truth.  

Dive in like a Dolphin ~ Living It Real. 

Our True Self ~ emanating Perfect Love. 

* 

Nympheas * Fearlessly 

Tree of Life ~ Ignorance is not Bliss, 

why believe otherwise? You’re Original. 

Ocean of the Universe, Meditation ~ 

going through Mind’s programming  

H   E   A   R   T  *  F   E   L   T 

“Bring it on Large!” living with those feelings, 

do you believe in Paradise? With You Now! 

 ‘Regret’ If he’s still obsessed, overwhelmed by feelings 

of remorse, of betrayal, of abuse, difficult to change course. 

Realise, Nothing here is Real, nothing here matters, illsory. 

Observe mind, taking a bridge across the river ~ which we are  

* 

Pernicious: ‘America Was Here’ 

A bloody good Crusade! Taught him the blues. 

Seen them all before Mr. Roosevelt, Mr Lincoln. 

Livin’ by impermanence ~ Ultimately celebration. 

No Propaganda, I am a divine child not your slave! 

*  

‘Real Shanti’ - Towns Perishing! 

Entity ~ ethics for our young hearts, 

No Propaganda, less Psychosis, no mind. 

Perfect Sense, ‘Liberty, Equality, Fraternity’ 

Is this Legality or humanity  

or both or neither, Madame Guillotine? 

Why do they have to make such a mess of it?  

At least some started with a Human Principle.  

Perfect you, Perfect view hanging from the scaffold!
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Don’t Panic, Exquisite Beautiful Madness 

Very glamorous, hard core, Angelic beauty of Innocence. 

So why bring it up now about Carpet, cluster bombings? 

Electric guns, chemicals of hellish origin, Dirty Bombs! 

More ‘Collateral’ Damn Age! More Collateral murder.  

Completely unacceptable, except by lunatics Ignoramus. 

Delete terror clients, move the heartbeat. Finding a pulse!  

More Intuition isn’t what Propaganda is good for ~ 

Confession of tragedy for some, keeps the flies away!  

Philosophy makes you think about the mind’s limits! 

 * 

Nature in Spirit, Spirit in Nature, Human Reflections. 

Being full of light for others, the door to Cosmic Ocean ~  

“Those who don’t fear death, don’t die”  

 ‘Winning Hearts and Minds!’ Means in ‘Double Speak’:  

“Keep them always feeling afraid, on edge” Divide, conquer. 

GI. “They hate us and I don’t know why.” “Wake Up!”  

Real grief, good for business, bad for the traumatised people! 

War Crimes, ‘Duped by WMD!’ ‘Coalition of ‘The Willing’. 

Willing to do what? Screaming of Horror, Screaming Terror! 

And what’s your mad game, what’s in it for You, $ociopaths? 

Someone in Apache Attack Helicopters, give them a new idea! 

From the Standard Dhammapada, ‘Have and Give No tears’  

One of the biggest Propaganda threats is fearing for loved ones.  

Exactly, another Propaganda tool is Intimidation, gone insane! 

Let It Be, conditioning, ‘Ignorance is Bliss’ ‘All we need is Love’ 

Lions and Tigers are happiest in a Zoo! They carried weapons as 

defence against attacks from savage Indians, not to slaughter them! 

So what is beyond this Ignorance? Sharing and knowing each other. 

Karma gives us all different qualities, vibrations of a mind-program.
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Realise one way or another, ‘Can’t conquer hate by hate, but by Love’ 

Aim of an open hand, no secrets, no fears, no paranoid schizophrenia. 

A good beginning, being able to see, perceive mind-sets different angles. 

No one sets the standard. It needs to have ‘True Information Services’.  

Bhakti not Shakti, “I see, said the blind man” She is really amazing ~ 

* 

‘floccinaucinihilipilification fluence’  

Global Virulent Jihad, don’t they Really see… 

the roots of this evil action and their fruits brother? 

They can’t see the Cosmic edge from the Kasbah ~ 

Pundits, experts flummoxed with intellectually, noxious 

multi forked tongues. Really Ignorant men even women! 

As hiding the truth in plain site, that’s hard to believe is it? 

A foundling’s forlorn hope! They’re spewing out lying, toxic 

Propaganda, manipulating humanity, intrigue behind every  

tragic experience to control our mind’s programs; what we do, 

what we think, our beliefs, mass and Individual Reactions.  

Synchronicity is our amazing Power ~ let’s be Spontaneous 

* 

= Floriferous =  

Anicca, how to be Aware of the essential changing ~ 

Through Universal feelings, feeling your Sensations…  

energetically changing on your body and in your mind. 

Vipassana is being equanimous, of living Consciously ~ 

The flowing, fluent current in everything, every moment. 

“Salaam” ~ Your selfish ego always wanting to be fed. 

Not attached, detached, intellect knowing Consciously.  

Observing the moon as the sole witness, being as it is ~
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Loyal Dhamma, Not Pandemonium’s Greeting  

Sharing in Cosmic energies, delusions, illusions ~ 

Fabulist’s exaggerations, yet seeing our mind for what 

it truly is. Reacting to stimulae. Impotent, languid slave. 

Potentate of perfidy from a Machan, flames burning bright. 

Knowing mendacity, Matrix machine ate Nations for Greed. 

Keeping cells happy. you are selfish extractions, detractions. 

Extinguish, vanquish, fabricated anguish! Languish no more. 

Il Principe, don’t wake up the furies, reptile-made distractions ~ 

Advocating use of every unscrupulous means to strengthen the State. 

We can think, we can intellectualise it, but can’t Know something  

that can’t be known by a limited mind, not having capabilites to feel.  

The changing Cosmos * equanimously be the conscious’ least reaction. 

Identifying, for or against ignorant furore. We’re feeling it not feeling it. 

* 

To Discover Virago’s Paphian Chimera! 

You came to me Naked, as a Sankharan dream ~ 

A naked scream, let it go, let it go to Love Heaven.  

Forgiving with less Ego. Realising is surprising… 

The Comet of Terrible Tragedy fell on our house! 

Regret is a loss, relative degrees of yes and no ~ let go 

Creatively, essentially, waves flowing in the know Space. 

Means going with essential sub-atomic streaming in you.  

It’s happening, like it or not faster than brilliant electrons 

light up Nepenthes’ leaves. Opens to it, embraces its breeze. 

Don’t neglect it, reflect it? Whatever makes you smile dear. 

Her wet dreams, self-fantasies seem so Real, even Surreal ~  

Our friend the cow, immersed in life, munching here, now
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Birds of Paradise & Pandora’s Box Released 

Open the Floodgates, let it flow darling… 

Creativity dancing in ecstatic hazel eyes ~ 

Kismet’s expression in your beautiful smile.  

Happy destiny, not the struggle in adversity.  

Let it flow, let it blow, let it snow, Starling ~ 

Let it grow being together, you know, no sorrow,  

don’t follow tomorrow  

Creativity here, now in a changing iridescent glow. 

Know, let it go, let it go, let it go, let it go ~ forever.  

Being the awareness, Intuition in its pure harmony. 

Philosophy of Poesie, realised, released essentially ~  

Amorously happily 

* 

Bright Night  

Amsterdam open city, Propaganda a great pity. 

A sham for any lost man and today too a woman. 

Pain campaign on whose given orders, whose power? 

The Prince of Darkness; Open wide the blinds ~ let in  

the light waves, streaming, suffusion, never can hide. 

Opening the floodgates, always changing, being Space. 

Channels of Creativity, Love, Conscious of cooing doves. 

No defining, no refining, no confining, Pure as Natural  

Bliss ~ synthesis of your heart  

* 

‘U’ 

On a roll, rolling along.  

‘A rolling stoner gathers no moss’  

~ IS ~
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Son est Lumiere 

Music being waves, mind being a program~ 

Waves beyond the horizon, thinking about it… 

then do more than think about it with your mind. 

Beyond the horizon, no setting Sun, no rising Sun 

The Sun IS a concept in your non-existent thought. 

“Whether we like it or not we’re entering a future ~ 

Global world but there is no future or past in reality! 

Welcome the ‘foreigner’ the Stranger, the guest” 

Ever changing flux ~ nubile Atomic Universe.  

‘It’s not sinful, we do no harm to anyone!’ 

* 

Plan an Appointment 

What are you doing? “I don’t know, going with flow,  

the limited, rational ego-mind doesn’t comprehend it” 

Anatta, ever changing so don’t get caught up in Id… 

Try recognising original Creativity, Cosmic graffiti.  

Not writings, slogans on the Wall, just beingness ~ 

just being here now, Alive/Keep it under your hat/ 

Open the healing hand, carry on, not over the brink.  

Making mistakes all the time, all over the globalised 

Warming; Warning! ‘Noblesse Oblige’ dissolving ~ 

I had to journey through emotionally, dark swamps, 

inside wild jungles, across deserts, over many Oceans, 

passing through Eden to stand on the high Himalayas. 

And to see the Existence of Golden Shambala Energies. 

‘Keep It Real Appeal’ ~ It will always change by Itself. 

No need for You to hold onto any attachment, addiction, 

Compulsion, Obsession, to Fears of being the Possession. 

It’s Not the Wrong Time & Not the Wrong Place
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Neutral Eyes * Neural Spies 

Greatest Misfortune of ‘This Propaganda Culture!’ 

Repelled, Kafkaesque burlesque, KGB. Soviet style…  

bloc in reverse. The End for Freedom of Civil Liberties.  

CIA and the Pentagon’s covert operations up in disguise. 

The motto, Independent Societies to terrorize and destabilise 

that don’t Appease us! Back to the Cold Wars of 1944-1984!  

That was and is horrible, terrible. Still maintaing this model! 

‘Pathological Surveillance Societies’ pervasion of the guilty SS.  

Who wants that? DSS Informers Spies, the Mosad’s perversions, 

schizophrenic Stasi, MEye 6, Infiltrators, Tyrants, Collaborators, 

Psycho-Sociopaths, Gulag Goons, deniable, no empathy, Assassins. 

What of these millions, victims of Totalitarianism, Authoritarianism? 

* 

A New Cold War, CCTV. Constantly; No thanks sir!  

Do I have any choice? Mr. President, Popular uprisings, 

all ending up dead! Send them on a Sabbatical to Siberia’s 

toxic curse or worse! Send the bill to the Ville of Chernobyl!  

Is there a link between Repression, Suppression, Depression,  

Oppression, Brain-Washing and Cancer, Heart Attacks and  

Heart-bypasses, Mental Diseases, Paranoias, Schizophrenias,  

Compulsion, obsession, Ego, greed & Organised crime, Mafia?  

All flavours! Diabetes, hip replacements, Yobs and Absenteeism.  

What ever happened to Humanism? 

* 

Enforced, malignant gripes and tumours. Compelled  

Press Ganged, Obsessional Controls and humiliations!  

Selfish, no Generosity, No hope, no respect, dishonour.  

Hooligan’s hostility, violent culture of an ugly sub-brain,  

leads to Insane, Kills Spirit ~ Be Free of this Ignorance.  

Spiritually beyond body and the incessant mind, to Space. 

Witness this Crazy Ego flow ~ let it go, let it go, lets it go ~
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Is it true they Indoctrinated the brain of the Middle East  

since their Independence? Ask Standard Oil, EXXON BP.  

(I want my 61p. back, the cost to me for our Royal family!) 

Thank you very much! We definitely needs a revolution. 

Another Renaissance, sooner the better; Grazie mille ~ 

* 

Estranged Entranced, Stultified and Stupefied 

“Everyone went mad” Come out of the shadows. 

A master of Knowledge, Opening the windows ~ 

‘You’ve been carrying that burden long enough’  

‘Who joins the Army today needs their head reading’  

Gob smacked, brain-vacuumed, People suddenly bereaved.  

‘Live the one You were meant to Live, when You came into  

this amazing World as God’s child with sacred human rites’ 

Make a better quality of life, better humanity spreading Love. 

Really what else’s worth doing with this precious time after you  

got what you really need to live in tune? Are you being Conscious? 

How much do you need, with this Omnipresence, omnificence? 

It’s all illusion but Love is playing Life’s theatre. OBSERVE IT. 

Young women living with those feelings.  

Emotional hearts ~ dancing, bring it on 

* 

Committed to Commitment  

Fluent Journey, another Amazing Experience of Life ~ 

flowing like the jet stream with you * brilliant Sun beam. 

Coming out depression, big black hole of negativity, failure,  

loss of confidence, suffering; at the end of the tunnel, finally!  

Came out into the light, Thank fully, Thank life. 

Looking and feeling free, releasing endorphins. 

Cycles, many orbits in motion, completions ~ 

multi personalities & dimensionalities in Space.
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In progress, age gaining wisdom maybe, fulfilling. 

Birthday cards wishing me well, Congratulations.  

Affirmation of Love, living life’s dhamma experience. 

Guidance principles in human relations, I Love you too. 

Loving kindness, visiting the Four Sublime States vihara. 

Again ~ smiling, being content, feeling satisfied, Changing. 

Cosmic picture, Awareness realisation the higher possibilities  

of Consciousness. Attempting it, suffering through it, surfing  

over it ~ believing, hoping, dreaming, meditating, receiving  

blessings, super gracefully ~ being completely full of gratitude. 

* 

Abstract Expressionism 

Being in the here and now ~ no ego exists… 

Anything can happen, everything is changing. 

Spontaneously, always in the natural magik ~ 

* 

Spirited 

This World is shaped by us 

Live it, Understand it. 

Embrace it divinely ~ 

Filling us up with  the Propaganda of negativities, 

of suffering, of fears inflicted even by other humans! 

Shine through it, bright as the mid-summer’s Sun ~ 

As on the full Moon, flying across the Cosmic Ocean. 

Touched by each atom * of nature of quantum being 

Awareness of each moment * Awareness of its meaning. 

Living it, realising it, Conscious of your Pure being ~ 

* 

It made Itself 

‘This is not TV; it’s the war on humanity, 

your rights to life and liberty has begun~ 

Sending good vibrations to heroic Assange. 

To jump or not to jump? 

We Love to dance
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Partners Sharing 

What a Great gift we shared ~ 

with our bodies, with our fires! 

My mind now becoming chilled out, healed,  

freer from the pain of losing my Attachments. 

Getting over that one, becoming peace again ~  

Holistic dhamma flowing, essentially changing  

your Spirit, my neo-cortex letting Space appear. 

All the elements again, a glowing flow ~ of desire.  

Planted the addiction seeds, being high, being low. 

Painfully, impossible to let you go ~ “I Love You” 

Where will I find another one as wonderful as you? 

Sharing living from our Open hearts ~ let you be free. 

Disappeared my sense of a twin flame, divine destiny, 

when you flew far away from me. No one to embrace ~  

no beautiful, intimate romance, no hot orgasmic dance. 

Gone, my self and feelings of the magic dream, gone,  

the smell of you, left me only pain and sad, ignorance!  

Tried to find a Cosmic balance ~ in the Oceanic essence. 

Will I ever know, understand this tragic disappointment? 

Miraculously now returning to the blessed, life streaming. 

Finally I could let her go ~ “Alright my Baby!” 

* 

 Pandering Monster’s * Screaming Dreaming 

Brutality, Cruelty, Ignorance of Soul Mates ~ 

Ignorance of Bliss devouring every luscious kiss. 

Satisfied her manipulation of the last laugh on me. 

No Propaganda. Tuned ~ Get Real, look inside, see. 

Sub-atomic* free control, 4oo billion parts of a second. 

Only possibilities, nobody is there, just the Observer ~
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Bio-Body-Suit/No Bullshit ‘Imperialism’/As It Is Again! 

Essence of what Is It… They are moments/of feeling free ~ 

Enlightenment uniquely, Infinitely, Synchronicity, Synergy. 

Loving hearts, liberated minds, travelling Spirits, painted eyes. 

In disguise, clear blue skies, Universal aspirations, Inspirations.  

For another magic day, in cries of wild happiness, tenderness, joy. 

In Communication, in smiles of complete, blissful pleasure ~ 

Inside outside, the gift of Life, an invitation to share it with her, 

in her, intercoursing with the divine, blessings of pure gratitude.  

Not abusing; wasted presence interpreting each magical moment. 

Behavioural, how the mind reacts, Impersonal, letting go or not ~ 

Unravelling, contentment, remedial treatment, people did give ~  

The benefit of the doubt, out of respect, for time, for life, for nature. 

Not for dark spirits of envy and meanness, but Love and Kindness. 

This flowing keeps Love going, don’t sink to hate, keep it light. 

* 

Melting Guilt and Protocol 

Free, more psychedelic dream by the shimmering sea ~  

making love with you in blue, and perfume of raspberry.  

Sunny telepathy, no illusion just happy, held inside you. 

This Supersensitivity is opening up your heart flames ~  

waves of angel forces, all’s fine spreading Love’s names.  

In your body, in your promise, in your mouth, pushing  

deep in the thrust of that moment, held in each other’s trust. 

Lovers play flowing in the waves ~ Oceans of sweet devotions. 

Golden cows, Golden Idols, Golden Buddhas, Rites, Rituals…  

Brainwashing your feelings, not caring, ignorance no tolerance.  

Wanting, absolute desire and craving for who you think you are! 

Beyond your mind and body, penetration to the centre of a Star. 

Your mind’s program now is running the show. Old Man River.  

“That old man river, he must know somethin’, but he don’t know 

nothin’, he just keeps rollin’ along”
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They shoot innocent people don’t they?  

Starve and rape many more, don’t they? 

Figure that one out! From 35,000 feet… 

They’ll melt you in the street. I get put off easily. 

Hang on, hang on, I’ve got a Crisis goin’ on! 

Nothin’ happenin’, nothin’ happenin’… 

wicked and crazy, lazy, I thought, so I’m off! 

“Don’t you want to save me?” “No Problemo ~ 

Love affairs resonate with Truth, not falling apart ~ 

It’s all coming together ~ together it’s all becoming ~  

Knowing from the Heart baby. 

If you feel more than knowing, believing; being free.  

‘Screw the Puja, give me the nectar, walk yer talk!’ 

Bhakti not Shakti, once an unhappy follower… 

Now miracles of Life, outrageous Sacred Vision, 

Not Turbulence, System’s Overdrive gone insane.  

As It Is, again It’s all fine, all divine. 

Rukmini is keeping it real ~ 

* 

Spoilt for choice, from the peddler’s lineage, caste. 

“whispering words of wisdom, let it be, let it be ~ 

Don’t Stop the Love. Why stop, spoilt for choice. 

Why meanness, violence, hate, anger? Just relate.  

Keep Love alive, growing ~ “I still love you”  

Constant change * living above the Lotus lake. 

Lily pads, people cultivating pure inner Space ~ 

Psyche-spirit dimension, quantum Consciousness.  

It has no name, no blame, all Cosmically same ~ 

No wax and wane, essentially, nothingness of rain
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Oread’s Paean 

Saffron Shake, Saffron Cake, Saffron flake, 

Saffron smoothies, Saffron fields of raw energy balls. 

Beautiful madness, beautiful clarity, irridescent gown. 

Desperate moments, desperate sadness, romantic delights. 

In the sights, appetites of your heavenly, orgasmic climaxes.  

Beautiful summer worships at your steaming, sexual aurora ~ 

Perfect, spicy desires swell, filling every day of my life with you. 

Travelling soulmates touching, tasting, seeing, smelling, hearing.  

And another massive ego trip. Mind thinking, mind feeding, feeling.  

Mind’s observing feelings, mind feels you becoming still and silent ~  

Suprasurrealist sensations, how many more hidden ego tricks darling? 

Mind channel contacts; amazing, begging forgiveness ~ 

After all those mad and cruel games of regret & tragedy!  

Completely Out of Order, not even mind games really! 

It’s complete Ignorance, fortunately pretty over now…  

Stopped in your tracks, timely, time, timelessness’ zero. 

Be true, sadly, finally came to this, but only a delusion.  

Parting is such sorrow! Lightning strikes ~ rebirth surf. 

Karma dhamma panorama. What’s that Rama drama? 

* 

‘Assalum Alaikum’ * ‘May Peace Be With You’  

Mercy and goodness show the way to the sacred day ~ 

Being with the ever changing presence, to the Milky way. 

Be exactly who, what you want on the level of vibrations. 

A metaphor for crossing the holy river, offering salutations! 

Right time, right place, always is in truth, infinitely deep ~  

Spectrums of 3rd dimensional frequencies, radiant wavelengths. 

There are beautiful, magenta gondolas on a lake of Nenuphars.  

In the warm valley sunshine, full of sweet, red cherries.
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‘Clear water offers a still and clear reflection of what 

there is! Brain washing and corruption only pollutes 

that view and understanding. So what can be learnt,  

what can be really discovered about the truth ~ 

 of who we are? How to start to live without doubt, 

negative, selfish needing, to know right and wrong.  

To perceive those who lie with straight syntonic faces 

and without any sign of guilt or immorality or greed… 

How to see through the manipulation by our own egos! 

Their corruptions infect whole cultures and generations. 

So you wonder, what is natural, who is, uniquely you ~ 

and if you possibly ever could be truly real or a delusion?  

Clarity now, it’s obvious, meditation goes beyond mind. 

Only propaganda’s eruption, destruction and corruption. 

Why accept it, be fooled by any of it, when this painful, 

ignorance only leads to confusion, separation, illusion ~ 

and disconnection from your very own deeper, inner being 

needed to realise Cosmic fulfillment of our human spirit? 

* 

It is a powerful ego force of self delusion ~ 

and a mesmerizing conspiracy of distortion. 

Be on guard against it, persevere and preserve; 

the most important qualities of our concentrated,  

healthy, calm and loving, conscious mind-hologram 

which takes us past the crazy manifestations of my ego  

to the point of its Self-transcendence, beyond thoughts.  

This can’t be found if we’re still floundering on the ground. 

Live a wonderful life of inspiration in this world and Universe,  

as a vibrational being.Conscious of all Space, keeping it real ~ 

Transcendence, we realise the whole of reality is ever-changing,  

beyond my personal intervention on a multitude of unidentified  

dimensions, experiences which make up our sense of who we are ~
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We still cling to the idea that ‘I’ am solely in Control… 

Ultimately, everything happens because I am somehow 

making it happen or responding to it in my bio-chemical mind.  

This is a Materialist mirage, the truth is, it’s beyond our senses! 

Therefore I am happy, sad, good, bad, up, down because of ‘Me’ 

what ‘I’ do.‘My Reality Is’ because of Me, My self-identification. 

Our matrix-programmed minds fulfill their own definition of Self 

by developing memories which we are obviously made to believe!  

Propaganda tries to mould ‘our consciousnesses’ for its own aims! 

The essence is a Cosmic reality of energies existing in us, forever ~  

continuous changing by itself regardles of what we think, or I may  

be doing as the ‘Director’ CEO. this process of existence, which I  

Manage from My box! This is the characteristic of the Living force 

in each and every one of us alive in nature. Accept this impersonal  

concept, surrender, you experience Free flow, it’s not Ego after all  

so, it’s not Your Show! You need not become a Megalomaniac! 

Now you have a Conscious input by how aware are your actions  

and thoughts. Simply start, putting in mind good seeds and nature  

gives good fruit. Put in bad energy, nature produces negative energy. 

The Future of your development is in your dhammic hands here now! 

Ultimately it is infinite, it exists inside you Cosmically. Propaganda is 

only a pathetic attempt to control y/our minds by making us forget who 

we are as offspring of the Divine. Let this sense of Your full Ego-Self go ~ 

free yourself, surf in life’s waves. Be It All not a SLAVE to any sociopath. 

You, become a good and happy Vipassana, insightful Yogi observer 

flowing in the depths of your own sub-consciousness with awareness. 

‘The Truth will Set You Free as One’ There is no divided, separation. 

Surrendering to sacred quantum frequencies, not Self, defined reactions. 

Surfing these boundless energies, interwoven waves of life in a 3D Form. 

Electro magnetic sunbeams enlightening our ever changing sensations
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Total Freedom  >:<  Total Truth  

What does it say about the Authorities producing this  

Culture of Mass Deception? What is their real ‘Vision’,  

motivation, aim, ambition, is it really evil, UN Agenda 21? 

What is this thinking, perception, realisation based on…  

to propagate such ugly ignorance in its people, to live by  

and to share with other living creatures on this planet.  

They’re really committing Major Crimes against humanity  

with such high moral tones! Supported by religion, big business,  

production, education, entertainment, the arts, the globally biased, 

false media. Usurpers, collaborators, vampires in this darkness of…  

Bright Sparks! Why? What an irony, what a dichotomy, hypnotised  

by clever TV illusionists, Mr. Bernays and the expert Magicians trick!  

Like finding a rabbit in a Top-hat. Flick the channel, flip the mindset.  

* 

Transcend it through your human kind!  

Is there even such a thing as ‘Truth’? Professor, editor,  

Minister, director, priest. Where is The Truth existing?  

Where are those paralysed, unrealised intellectuals, bought off  

by materialist self-gain. What morals, such a dreadful shame! 

And would it ever be allowed to exist freely if it did appear to… 

interfere, seriously put into question this inhuman Status Quo?  

However they are destroying our Sense of humanity and nature, 

Cosmic Consciousness of Spirit. They’re providing Demon Cratic  

Utility, self-righteous pride ~ this fear, prejudice, hate, dysfunction.  

Polluted by global Kleptocratic conspiracies of ultra-sensory unction!  

No more excuses realise what ‘spin doctors’ are really doing for you.  

Give them a very clear, unambiguous message, “Not In My Name,  

Never Again.” No more Force fed washing of our desensitized brain.  

No more Illegal Wars justified by War criminals in Darth Veda suits. 

‘There are more black prisoners in US jails today than slaves in 1850’
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Genocide are US. Seriously straight, Ironed Uniforms 

No more extreme reactions, like the destruction of 120,000 

Innocent Iraqi civilians, through their own Patriotic fed,  

violent actions! No more surreptitious wielding of the devil’s  

flame thrower in some holy undemocratic, crusading blame game!  

This is a pernicious, evil, negative, Power struggle.  

They want the Power absolutely! Like old Cold War Authoritarian  

Russia and the United States. The nuclear blind minds created to  

sabotage generations of life with Civil strife! They are ‘Terror rising  

each other’s populations, their allies, who they come into contact with.  

“You’re either with us or Against us madness, they’re clinically insane”  

Yes, this is even worse now because of more sophisticated techniques  

and Information technology and NSA, super computer surveillance! 

But brutality and cruelty is the same Mr. & Mrs. Public Executioner.  

They can and do Invade our Lives, destroy all sense of our inner beings.  

You can do a yoga night class, what’s that, no joking? They dumb down,  

infiltrate, reinvent true insights into mundane, trendy life-style soundbites.  

Realise, retort, retract, retrench, rethink, don’t blink, retry, retaliate ~  

never too late, restate, restrict, restrain, resurrect, resuscitate, revaluate,  

retard this retrograde. Made a fearful climate. Time for a climate change.  

The Global warming of our hearts and minds to know who we truly are,  

and what we’re truly capable of! Retain your spiritual insight of wisdom.  

This is a new Psy-OpsWar not of Terrorism! By these forces of Reaction… 

on our Planetary, human culture, natural environment and Spirit 

Tell them All, this is completely unacceptable!  

Join together the ‘Love Our World Party’  

<<<<:>>>
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The Truth will set you Free, so what does that say 

about the Purveyors of this Global Propaganda? 

Clean up with joy and peace the collective conscious Spiral!  

Channelling this magical, happy life as natural entities. 

Right time sublime, right place, face, no propaganda… 

Wrong time no sunshine, wrong palace, Propagandace  

Feeling from giving the benefit of the doubt, not an algorithm. 

‘What had he seen, that same day, ‘the hated enemy’. 

She’d deserted her man, ~ soon learns to denigrate 

his memory, justifies her actions and her territory. 

We loved each other in fragrant fields of pink Roses,  

Hazel bushes, Magnolia and Chestnut trees.  

Beautiful summer’s evening breeze ~  

rippling waters, seemed to slow the passage of time 

itself and make everything appear so distinctly clear. 

A great relief, his nerve’s come back. “Tell the small 

drummer boys, there’s a bloody War goin’ on!” 

* 

‘Anti-Aunty Double-Speak’  

Sophisticated & Insane, Media, War and game. 

BBC, CNN, FOX, advertising false Information…  

All the Propaganda Channels. What is it really for? 

 Inane, “Thank you for letting us into your living room, 

into your mind-sets programming, into your human soul!”  

Support our Machiavellian candidate, Ignorant Spirit destroyer.  

The Prisoner’s contempt! I am only a number to feudal, evil doers! 

Diabolical aspects of Propaganda, becoming political psychopaths.  

The Diabolical nature of Power and Greed. 

How shall we know the Truth then mate? 

They don’t have a bloody clue, only Capitalists. 

Extremists, fundamentalists, ‘Democratic fascists’  

Ruling from the new pulpit, from the new Cockpit.
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Propaganda is everywhere, no need to be Paranoid. 

Observe living for sensations, it’s just being tuned in! 

Someone somewhere is producing this crazy Untruth.  

Getting very well rewarded. Thank you for it, Why? 

Even at the Confessional box to the Congressional box 

to your ballot box. To every aspect, values of our life ~ 

Relationships. ‘Father, who took away your loving ~ 

child, to use and help to destroy your power’s essence?’ 

Cloned, distorting your senses, destroying your Mind…  

Genetically modified crops and seeds are what you eat,  

breeds bittersweet! You don’t even know who You Are ~ 

 anymore! Morality and where to look for it, or what it is. 

Nature or spirit or sprites dancing in a glowing fairy ring. 

Artificial Intelligence, Superficial, Official, Virtual Reality.  

Wake up! See yourself observing these energies in your mind. 

The 1984 Model refined to a shiny polish, ready to demolish!  

Wake up instead to the Quality of our Life, to our Humanity.  

Wake up to summer music festivals, to to our sublime states of  

Loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joys, equanimity ~ 

*  

Golden Arrows 

Rediscovered samples of the Maestro Pasolini.  

Troubadour of the Renaissance, Modernist… 

Il Principe Bene, shining in the chromium of Rome. 

Common sense of myth and fable, cherished for creative  

originality, authenticity not censer of the Censor’s label.  

A Yogi of courtesy, visual genius and wit; constrained  

with disdain, murdered, dumped into a fascist’s pit. 

Lovers’ of poets, happiness is so easily sourced ~ 

not lost beyond all honour of Right wing courts
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Into a contemporary version of the Arabian Knights.  

‘Speak of things you have not seen, Lady of the Moon, 

strike a bargain with the passion of enjoyment. 

I promise everything you desire, 

I would give my Life,  

for your kiss ~ 

While my spirit rests in this tranquil village’  

“Has a woman hurt or betrayed your pleasure?” 

‘Heaven on Earth is to be found on their breasts. 

Love will decide ~ the one who falls in love 

is the more beautiful, a mirror of the other’. 

‘Two bright moons in the same sky’.  

‘The sacred divine wills what will happen or won’t’. 

Crossing a cascading river valley of the Cosmic Yoni 

* 

They Love Each Other Equally 

The ever changing Universal force, Instinctive, Intuitive. 

Forbidden fruits, desire for this fabulous natural wonder.  

Beloved ~ I’ve enjoyed the ravishing smile of such a beauty, 

enslaved, who loved me. Don’t be afraid to touch her heart. 

Yearnings of an Emir, making love with your eyes at least.  

Sweet plums and melons on the table of a Yemeni dawn ~ 

Your Overpowering Sensuousness, the end is enchanting. 

Set one’s heart on primal orgasm, fulfilled with alluring  

juices of love. Amore mia, like a surreal, romantic rider ~ 

he has arrived from the desert, to be crowned your King. 

‘I’m me and I’ll take this ball and chain from your neck’ 

Making love ~ completely naked, being in a mosaic room. 

A ceiling filled with small round mirrors’ bright reflections. 

Notre damn, sacré not scare. ‘Whoever brings Earth is Life’ 

He has the face of a man in ecstasy by your side, in your arms,  

your seductive kisses, between your sultry lips, molten thighs ~ 

What can you do against sacred flow? Nothing, being blessed.  

“I shall happily accept the will of the divine”
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‘Your smell like a flower, white roses, peeled mangoes,  

sweet pomegranates, perfumed meadow grass and figs. 

Your Honey cakes, Inspirer of poems, your naturalness. 

I embrace her and become drunk with her magic dream,  

the temptations of such beauty. A vow never to be separated  

from his beloved’s Passion. What happened to You? 

Chosen to be her body and heart’s sacred spirit ~  

May angels grant you divine happiness. Thank you. 

‘You spent the night in the arms of your darling, 

may you enjoy the rosebuds in her glowing cheeks’ 

Love drives you wild, these are the signs of Desire ~  

‘Tantric heart what to do when Love becomes Master?’ 

Keeping my promise, my Love I waited and waited for you.  

“She who loves must hide her secret and be resigned to it”  

* 

How have you the heart to leave her without ‘goodbye’ 

No thought for her suffering? She tried but her heart 

was broken by an impossible desire for Sacred Love! 

What did you do to make this happen, selfish lover? 

Unable to resign her love, she may as well be dead! 

‘Fidelity is Splendid but no more than Infidelity’  

How you loved me, fulfilled in orgasmic, heaven’s light. 

“I thank the Divine for letting me die before you die!” 

I do not blame you for anything! 

* 

Whose garden is this? The daughter of the King. 

Closer brothers and sisters in the Sacred, not in blood. 

‘The will of the Sacred. How good you were to me. 

Let destiny take its course, mercy absolutely ~  

Accept willingly what is given. Be not happy or sad  

about anything. Beyond the horizon of our body and mind.  

Sailing our dhow on the edge of a starlit universe ~
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A sacred duty to be your friend.  

Trust in goodness, be content, flow as the ever changing  

Sun and Moon. Holding a truly beautiful, eternal flame! 

Insights of the surfing, channeling Yogi ~ in Cosmic tune 

* 

“My darling Love you are very determined ~ 

to relinquish everything for wisdom. Why?” 

I think, I want to know the Universal Spirit. 

Discovering visions & wonders of freedom’s Space. 

Behold the mind, programming your life as REAL! 

Innocent as a baby, surrender to the dove. Inshallah. 

* 

SUBLIMINAL ‘AKA’ 

Schisms in the Sangha, in Society. 

Causing so much pain and agony… 

Being Mindfull of self-consciousness ~ 

Body alive with infusions of will power. 

Lady of the moons I beg your forgiveness, 

I betrayed your love. Rites of honour, static. 

Deduce, produce and reduce Cipher><Cryptic 

Codes of behaviour, moral standards, Xsystems 

of signals, Genetic variations, Codified nonsense. 

Misruling without a clue and didn’t even begin yet 

to describe the power, motives, results of Advertising! 

As major Propaganda, brainwashed, Par Excellence. 

With the smoothest, creamiest, anti wrinkliest, whitest,  

brightest, selling, marketed, brand powder on the Planet! 

No Softener for the greed, Ignorance and base corruption! 

This Air Sealed, Conditioner is not Wisdom but a weapon! 

Full +50% extra of Anti-Biological wars, discords, intrigues. 

‘For Free’ ~ to test the results of its psychogical marketing!
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Sujata 

The compassion of the great Renunciation ~ 

Subdue the body, set the mind free ~ to space, 

to Liberation. Found to be untrue. Abundantly  

clear, closer to death not enlightenment, Nibbana! 

“May your aspirations be crowned with success” 

By a Bodhi tree on the banks of Neranjara at Gaya ~ 

No more becoming, the end of all cravings, distortions,  

aversions, delusions, illusions. Her natural inspiration, 

a great healer, embodiment of compassion and wisdom. 

No more bondage but self-realisation, self-awareness ~ 

done by oneself, purifying the mind to float Cosmically.  

“Born in the world as a lotus in the water * grew up, 

lives in the world, has transcended the world, 

and lives untouched by the World” 

* 

‘In the World but not of the World’ 

Motive to be Spiritual, practice non-materialism ~ 

Ideal. The Annunciation of Love and Compassion 

Not Propaganda but Truth, that which is Real. 

My own experience, what is that Really worth 

in a Capitalist, celebrity, superficial ego World?  

This Intuitive knowledge, unequivocal suffering,  

and the Cessation of suffering.  

Remove the suffering, remove the untruths… 

Remove the craving, remove the Propaganda. 

It’s the cure. Dhamma’s path is the remedy. 

The Awakened One’s proclamations ~ Sasana. 

Possessed of the meaning, true perfect perfection. 

Affecting the MENTAL LIFE of Humankind. 

A full Moon’s wisdom that discerns the virtuous. 

What is good conduct? Certainly not propaganda
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What is Mindfulness, what is Dependent Arising? 

Discovery and Realisation * Emancipation from 

defilements of the mind or Ignorant Propaganda…  

Freed by Insight, no closed fist of wisdom but Open, 

for this Cosmic teacher, no dark corners of conspiracy. 

No cobwebs of mystery, no secret doctrines. Copy that! 

The Cultivation of ‘Parami’ not a cult of worshipping. 

Any Golden Cows? Noble truths are clear to everyone. 

No blind and submissive faith, not to take anything on  

‘trust’ is the way ~ FREETHINKERS FREE thinking  

NOT PROPAGANDA. Whose mind is free of taints? 

Life is unpredictable, can you make a good guess?  

Believing in yourself, your divine destiny surfer ~ flow 

to the inner dimensions, no doubts, no troubled mind.  

Genuine desire for knowledge daughter, its got it or not. 

* 

Face to face, the teacher’s Metta, last words of Buddha,  

“Impermanent are all compound things ~  

work out your deliverance with mindfulness” 

Entered meditative absorptions of increasing sublimity,  

but always have to live it that way, to stroke the Tiger. 

Being Conscient is having a conscience, it’s Not not  

having a Conscience ~ actions in your life, here now. 

Not selling, peddling any Propaganda, have Respect. 

The Great Oneness * from the same organic seed. 

Pools of essence ~ No Labels. we are Stardust * 

looking through the Star gates at the same eyes. 

“In order to know the true union Consciously,  

we must experience the illusion of Separation”  

Balancing and unity of masculine and feminine ~ 

Union of directions, polar opposites within ourselves.  

Sun and Moon, the higher Octave 
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‘Vibrational number of Absolute balance ~ 

ALL THE OPPOSITES ON INFINITE LEVELS  

of expression ~ Magenta unites continuously 

because everyone and everything… 

derives from the same * Source  

All have the chi ta ~ Divine Essence 

“That is the singularity * Oneness” 

She looked at him with wonder.  

Sent to manifest its destiny ~ 

but there is a higher purpose 

* 

Once we have truly mated nothing will separate us again  

The Oneness Ocean; rooms filled with brilliant prisms.  

A new ascent to full remembrance and forgiveness…  

Appears to be a falling from grace but Intrinsic to ~ 

the falling is the rising, when these ones arise again,  

their personal karma will be transmuted as energy. 

A large part of planetary karma they carry, for all of us, 

shall be cleansed. An immense sacrifice for the rest of 

humanity who dedicated their lives, collateralised.  

As they’re falling, they don’t remember 

why they chose their particular path 

* 

Step outside into the vibrant, glowing morning, 

marvellous floating sensations, she was feeling ~ 

enchanted at her nearness to his light filled aura. 

Forget not your golden wings, time for its completion. 

He knew perfect, peaceful, happy, wholeness with her ~ 

Never felt before such a state could actually exist, twin souls. 

Reconnecting in this Space * Time dimension. You’ll never  

know separation again, though you’ll be Universes apart ~ 

Sunlight smiles in your mind and heart
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“You need not worry anymore about her, just release her  

with unconditional Love consciousness and forgiveness” 

Unity serving a purpose far greater than each one of us 

The world united with other units again ~ 

No Propaganda, this completeness is truth. 

‘Don’t get stuck in a linear way as we live in an Infinite ~  

multi dimensionality* Universe of ever changing existence’ 

More than our Limited Consciousness can even comprehend. 

Never get stuck within limitations of mind’s thought processes. 

Time * Space 

‘No name framework we operate with on this Planet’  

‘We belong to myriad lineages * multiple unknown ways  

Quantum energy is simultaneous ~ lifetimes in Zero space. 

These dimensions are more than our brain can ever conceive. 

* 

Big Sur realism 

A long, deep, loving kiss as their lips touched. 

Touching me from your body of knowledge ~ 

In silence I learnt to love being alone in nature.  

Surrendering Totally to One another ~ “I Love you” 

Their Unified self, reconnected and realigned synergy. 

Becoming fulfilled as Oneness, fusing their bonding ~ 

These other cabals have sunk low in their life’s actions.  

Propaganda failure, lost their Sacred purpose ~ 

The sleep of letting go 

* 

Finding a hidden place ~ 

Painlessness of their parting. 

Perfection itself ~ 

Life’s higher purpose… 

Releasing his beautiful, Goddess fantasy.  

The air’s vibrating with love and openness
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What need do we have of secrets from one another… 

when we derive from the same inter-dimensional essence.  

Why Propagandise then? Who is profiteering? Obviously! 

This place of his heart will soon disappear from the material  

dimension ~ plane of manifestation. What is your intention? 

Alive only in the memories of those still in its service! 

It will reside within another dimensional Universe, existing  

at a higher frequency wavebands upon evolutionary vortices. 

Resonating with pre-encoded patterns of cells chelation... 

Central is a doorway into Cosmic creation 

through black holes, across white holes, into silver seams. 

A stairway into Universal octave’s radiant, golden beams. 

Sparkling quartz crystals difficult to comprehend with a human  

mind and limitations of words. Meditation opens up into Space. 

* 

The Tower of Light * Fusion of Matter and Spirit 

Forms the formless bridge ~ the 4th dimensional 

person, frequency linking ~ Spirit & Matter. 

Beyond mind’s codes is TRANSCENDENCE  

Change your concepts of Spatial Relationship ~ 

No one definitive up or down but Infinitely ~ singularity 

Dimensional points of view, define or vibratory perception.  

No vertical or horizontal fixed point! Opening to a 5G cloud. 

Why still accept such pathetic, obligatory Propaganda? Reunite. 

Diamond Lotus transmitters of light and vibrations ~  

Star gates, dwarf Vortex. Doorways to invisible galaxies. 

Into myriad time and Space ~ beyond mind’s capabilities, 

with the wisdom of Vipassana Meditation, self observation. 

Transcending ego ~ transforming innumerous conceptuals. 
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4th Dimension Continuum 

Your body is permeated with its penetrating light ~ 

Weight slips away as space between your molecules.  

Expansion seems endless, ascension of the Smart grid. 

Normal Spacetime does not apply to this plane ~ 

Human consciousness simply being light Indivisible. 

Individual quartz * Crystal, Concentrate. 

Rising into Red Zones ~ Revitalising us. 

Strength of will, Orange spectrums arising. 

Clarity and wisdom, Yellow, Emerald Green fields… 

Opened his heart to beat in unison with all hearts.  

Azur, blue ray its inner core, sound of all sounds.  

They resonate with all creation in Oneness! 

Mystical Indigo revelation of all mysteries ~  

Infinities infused with Radiance of Magenta. 

Unifies with One pure brilliant, white light. 

Its magnitude, pulse exists in eternal silence ~ 

* 

‘Controlling Information, perception, our behaviour’. 

Sacred Duty never forgotten by us… 

Perceiving him through his impeccable clarity. 

Returning into the Awareness of my body. 

Searching for master vibrations ~ 

Transmuting existing negative forces.  

Counter act these transgressions and neutralise, 

distorted frequencies used in their manipulations 

for increased power and control, re-emerging whole.  

Feeling more grounded to flow in Cosmic energy ~ 

A scourge of corruption, degenerated Super-Technology. 

As in history, Inquisitions want to rule over Spirituality!  

Is there respect for the Satanic Powers that they Invoked?  

Struggles for Control, fabricating delusional, disillusioned
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beyond time ~ In another dimension. 

Real Compassion, deep, conscious love. 

Combinations giving different Concepts.  

Spiritual view completely rebukes Propaganda 

as a low level motivation, untrue hypothesis of what? 

Spirit fighting back egocentric, definitive logic bondage. 

* 

Gripped by strong emotions ~Realised Lovers 

released each other to their now separate destinies! 

Don’t mourn their death, as still alive in Cosmic air. 

Living today to help save the Planetary Consciousness. 

To stop those perpetrating such Ignorant Propaganda. 

* 

Forming a proper balance of Intellect and Heart ~ 

Healing the Destruction of our Planet, Mother Earth. 

4th Dimensional Awareness ~ Union of Sun and Moon.  

Pangs of loneliness, despair, penetrated deeper within him. 

Sense of dejection, defection, loss of his lover’s passionate kiss. 

Immaculate intelligence, wisdom and compassionate feeling ~ 

Understanding will arrive on these Starlit shores.  

Absolutely ~ changing life, previously all veiled. 

He passed a blue diamond Ankh over her body. 

Moved her into higher frequency of Awareness. 

Never have experienced before such total absence 

of sound, now linked with other spirit vibrations ~  

different parts of ancient wisdom and Astral Angels. 

Both unique aspects of the same celestial illuminations. 

Spiritually linking between Earth and Sky holograms
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Living in denser electro-magnetic frequency patterns ~ 

This Propaganda is destined for a 5G. Smart-Palantir ball. 

Chemical contents of atmosphere, impressed on his conscious. 

Realms, strings beyond time, explained with loving patience. 

Real Compassion is Deep Love 

* 

More Combinations, different concepts of 

+ve >:< -ve =Alignment of their essences ~ 

The Goddess Nut, she who holds up the sky ~ 

realised everything is a manifestation of herself. 

She and everything else were but the same 

Divine Essence ~ every Star was her Star. 

She was that sole Star * Radiantly beautiful woman. 

‘YOU ARE THE OTHER WING OF MY BEING’ 

Delight in her smile, more brilliant than a thousand Suns. 

A look, conveying their deepest alignment and Love for you. 

* 

What is your purpose, Your Propaganda conveying?  

No doubt about that, it’s certainly ‘Non Cosmic Spirit’ 

Twin souls serving their higher purpose ~ going forth. 

The Paradox of Separation, ask a Giant Panda!  

To allow the true, fulfilled expression of his being.  

‘She was his thread to the infinite’ 

Saying goodbye to the most precious person in his life.  

Awash in a Sea of decision, it is not my intention  

to keep secrets 

* 

Illuminate the illusions of duality with the light of Oneness ~  

Spiraling cycles with each completion to a point of beginning. 

“We are always on a higher step of the evolutionary ladder”
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“Spirals found in the internal structure of Crystals. 

Containing knowledge, a true history of our Planet ~ 

Crystals transmitting and receiving in Cosmic fields… 

Open to their secrets, we become the Crystals ourselves.  

Sacred process, ceremonies, next level Planetary service. 

Developing your Crystal diamond * etheric, light body. 

Its molecules on each completion, reawaken memories. 

Dormant, hidden deep in sub-conscious terrortries…  

A Principle of Duration, that which comes and goes, 

fills, empties, and of that which endures, Singularity. 

Seas, waves of the illusion of the rising and falling ~ 

Amidst the constant of all pervading energy patterns. 

* 

Crystal arrows, brilliant shafts of light ~ 

Actions, showing your direction to enlightened destiny. 

Incarnated, voluntarily on the path of loving service ~ 

Crystals beyond Earth’s pre-encoded, Cosmic patterns  

of wisdom. These arrows discharged to effect completion  

of your higher purpose. Illumination and Liberation ~ 

from this Plane. Ready for your homeward journey. 

You have Served your Sacred Purpose.  

Spirits living in denser energy frequencies of Earth.  

Temple of Dawn, Lemuria, Atlantis’ misty morn.  

He is a orbiting Sun of the Summer Solstice festival. 

One of our Conscious servers, Peace warriors on Earth ~ 

Temple of Creative Healing, Interplanetary commissions.  

Female energy purifying and realising the Shakti Goddess.  

Energy’s denser vibrational patterning needs rebalancing ~ 

of the masculine and feminine to unite as equal potentials.
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Young goddess energy  

Shamanic Love energies, Cosmic smiling babies! 

Love frequencies ~ Lighter, Intelligent Vibrations 

It’s all  formless vibrations at this moment in time ~ 

All magic blossom in each sub-atomic spring flower.  

Manifestation purified through priestesses, incarnate. 

No emotional involvement, without burdening himself  

with the encumbrance of remembering we are dreaming. 

* 

Passing though numerous embodiments, attachments… 

as manifestations of Illusion (Maya), in boundlessness~  

Forgive, let go of guilt, these experiences are not in vain.  

and pain has purpose, cleansing concepts for completion. 

Freedom and the influence of negative forces, treachery ~ 

Conscious links, existence between Man, Nature and Spirit. 

Acknowledging themselves, healing the emotional body. 

Resonance spinning on a quantum, Spiritual Plane. 

RAISING from DUALITY and SEPARATION 

TO CONSCIOUS UNION WITH ALL IN ONE 

This long passage through the Oblivion of Forgetfulness ~ 

Dimensional vortex whispers between your formless lips 

She’s reaching a new state of Innocence 

then the Circle shall complete itself ~ 

She consciously works on the Spiritual plane 

within Earth’s ever changing, gravitational field. 

Denser frequency of the Third Dimension, Matter, Earth.  

Inner Peace is activated, embodying Angelic Presence ~ 

as they enter through the inner dimensional doorway. 

Their completion and final earthly Union  

as a multi-dimensional bridge ~  

Raising our Level of Consciousness  

to an accelerated awareness
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Starry angel realm, she lived in this incarnation. 

“They shall merge until they are the two wings 

of the same Angel, forming a new shooting Star”  

United Spirit suffused with several of her essence ~  

Visions of the Pillars of Light, her golden Vortex 

PLANETARY HEALERS  

Builders of the future ><>< step through the Portal, 

emerging into the embodiment of the radiant being  

Purify, Open up the Channels of receptivity,  

blessed energies vibrate to a higher frequency.  

Beaming down on your manifesting Vortices ~  

Save the Planet, work together ~ Create higher 

Natural Radiances with Love and Wisdom. 

ALWAYS CHANGING * MAKE A NEW LOVE 

Perfect, Unconditional Love and pure Compassion. 

There will never be any Separation between us! 

All Interconnected * All Interrelated 

Woven togetherness in organic Oneness. 

Surrendering to this higher purpose ~ 

* 

Let go with LOVE   

‘HELPING EACH OTHER WE HELP OURSELVES’ 

By serving ourselves we serve the Whole Orb ~ 

Your dedication and great sacrifices of the journey 

Develops your Light body ~  

becomes fully activated Crystalline,  

multi-dimensional hologram beings  

‘To serve as the bridge of the Rising Golden dawn’  

Celestial & Terrestrial Renewal 

Rise above Personal Karma ~  

embracing dancing Spheres
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LET’S GO WITH LOVE 

Creating within your self * eternal Space 

for Supra-dimensional light radiations ~ 

No time to waste ~ No flame to waste either 

on Anger, greed, confusion, self indulgence, fear 

egocentric self delusion or frequencies of disease… 

True self on the Spiral ~ turning, Reawakening * 

Look within Yourself, ‘Of the World Not In the World’ 

An agreement to go through turmoil and difficulties… 

Detached as an Altruistic Sacrifice for higher purposes. 

To serve brings glimpses of Cosmic memory, not dreams. 

Open Your eyes, Open your heart, Open your mind, 

Open your true sub-conscious, Open our Divine Love. 

Raising ourselves and the Plane’s Vibrations higher ~ 

* 

5th Dimensional Psyche’s Ethos  

Crystalline, multi-dimensional entities  

Quintessence lovingly, accepting ourselves ~  

Ending our denial, depression and guilt trips… 

Merge into the highest Octave possible thru simply ~ being 

Illuminating All with deep Joy and profound Peace. 

Agreed not greed! “I believe in you, in your heart.” 

* 

Arrangement of Homage to Solara 

‘The spirit experiences the world of form   

and limitation in order to evolve itself back into  

Conscious Union with that original oneness’ 

‘In order to know the true Union Consciously  

we must experience the Illusion of Separation’  

(not propaganda or dividing and conquering!)
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Her Initiation 

Into spirit, nature, universe, many Suprarealities ~ 

She lives in extraordinary Poppy Houses… 

Seasonal migrants invited by perennial Surrealists. 

Hypnotic powers respected, her super naturalness  

Starting to think, ‘The Unthinkable’ still a Hippie! 

Poverty, despair, frustration, capitulation, powerless.  

Nothing to lose is completely untrue!  

Boundlessness in Gaza ~ 

* 

“Amphitheatre sand doesn’t turn up every day”  

‘Ladybirds came on a warm cloud from France ~ 

Painting as a reflection, representation of ‘Reality’  

Not just a spiritual message ~ depth and Space  

Observing phenomena ~ new spatial approaches.  

Holding beautiful, abstract frescoes from Sienna 

* 

A Sleeping Venus 

Intriguing, dreamy, Light in the darkness! 

Conception of a revolutionary perspective… 

Within the landscape of the sweetest heart ~ 

illusions of a central pyramid * animating Innovation.  

No hidden symbolism for a Renaissance of natural light. 

Gestures in the birth of a translucent Goddess ~ 

along the golden coordinates of humanistic spirit 

* 

Research, making it all up or not? A hypothesis of results. 

Anticipation, expectation, the Judge-mental //:\\ Magic 

states: ‘A Vision’ What is the verdict????? I really wonder! 

Not the Plunder! The fake Vote, new Ideas, Communicare. 

The Future¬¦ Bending the Laws ~ Fixing the Flaws 

Flow cycle, illogical, the Ultimate grief process, karmic. 

The Imitative word > And who gets Caste aside?
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Realism that hadn’t been achieved before, of Perspective. 

Entering a Portal ~ of frescoes and Raphael’s Madonna. 

Swooning through Chiaroscuro, naturalistic harmonies ~  

(‘The Pope is not the Universal religious King’) 

Galileo who the Inquisitors branded, with ‘Heresy’  

Proved Planets revolved around our Sun 

And not the Piazza of the Vatican, 

or any catholic ‘Holy See’. “Grazie” 

“I’ll have a double capuchin” ‘Prego’ 

* 

Affinity to Warm Caprice 

“To Overcome the Illusionistic representation ~ 

of space by introducing Real SPACE, beyond mind! 

The Slash, penetrates the opaque plane (canvas) as supra- 

gestures of Absolute clarity” Sensing Quantum particles! 

Mono-coloured surface minimises sentimental qualities.  

Definition, the writings on the wall, who’s first to unveil? 

Lying with a body of evidence, a body of amazing delights. 

A body of trusts and trysts, synonymous with which Justice? 

* 

A Sylph from Sybaris 

You can’t have NO in your heart.  

Keep on keepin on ~ Keep it light. 

A torrid trousseau for Rousseau ~ 

Never give up, she’s too beautiful. 

“To tell you the truth brother.” 

Babble, babble avoid the rabble. 

“Home is where you make it ~ 

not where you’re not making it” 

Apparently, ‘back in the day…  

We need a Resolution, we need closure. 

No propositions, the outlook is positive. 

“Life is a garden of delights” ~ “Love It”
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“Right on, right on, I Love you too darling.”  

What, it doesn’t ring a bell! It rings my bell ~  

Who Subscribed to those Automatic Writings… 

and hieroglyphics on his transparent, treasured veil? 

There are at least two billion people today who live on 

less than $2 a day. Six men have the rest of all wealth. 

Recognition, discrimination, indiscrimination program. 

The Labour party is dancing to the same Master’s Voice. 

Parliament a fuckin’ mad house! Screw loose, effects on us. 

All our physical, emotional, mental, psychic health ~ 

* 

Gaia which effects butterflies in the Philippines’ symbiosis.  

Not Synthetic Crimson Dolphins in the Mighty Amazon.  

Welcome to the Great British Asylum, to the dead world! 

Deva Station and Potentates eating off golden plates! 

Smoke Screens and Smoking Mirrors of Propaganda 

The break-up of our Holistic family, divide and conquer! 

Where is ‘Ptah’, energizer of the Universe and Justice? 

This Sensation that we are all an Integral part of Nature.  

So, I contain African Lion DNA, Tibetan Squirrel DNA.  

Marigold DNA, fungus transmitting the messages of Flora. 

Whatever is alive in the Universe’s DNA. I share ~ 

We All Share, In Everything, every DNA. Spiral. 

Cosmic intra-connectedness ~ In-tuned frequencies. 

No more ‘Double Speak’, we’re all in this together.  

“A much nicer Spirit round here” after the awakening. 

No more Mental coffins and Straight Jackets brother. 

False Advertising, Privateering>< Privatising, Props! 

Dismantling traditional culture; the  hype of Progress. 

Head in the chemtrail clouds, I love my psychedelic sister. 

Going up the wall! Ask the route from any Libyan slave!
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Parfaitement Fluide 

No Angel of mercy, equally broken.  

Driving into the Light ~ 

Falling into a miracle, falling into your eyes. 

I know that feeling ~ a shot of amazing life. 

All one light source to me. No beach in Delhi.  

“Please bring me my fan Huanita!” 

“I know nothing about swords” only words. 

Touché, friends and demons reunited…  

Change of depth, Inner * outer dimensions.  

When it is all changing on Infinite rhythms ~  

Colours give it life. Hiding behind the mind 

* 

PROPAGANDA MATIC 

Taking a Liberty, a Liberty Taken ~ chill. 

Against his\>:</her will, no need to take a pill.  

Survive re-vive, Know Thyself, is No Propaganda.  

Seeing the Truth ~ Analogous  

Radical Views, Radical News. 

Not the Popular title-tattle… 

See the Sea in you and me ~ 

* 

Two Faced Rigmarole 

Sent round the bend ~ without any paddle or local map. 

Thanks again for driving me up the wall, but no thanks. 

A state of shock, a state amok, is a game of the mind… 

be kind, Codes of behaviour, Codes of Misbehaviour. 

Be warned, a woman scorned is a severe danger ~  

making false assumptions ~ we are rarely given  

more than a few fragments of the entire picture  

He was profoundly devastated but time heals
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Slit Space 

A Relationship ~ between Creativity and Civilisation, 

from abnormal, different, spontaneous, original Magic.  

Gives a new sense, gives a glorious new sunset ~  

Spiritaneous new creativity, not systemised Civilisation.  

Disavowing the traditional picture; what a white relief! 

No more neutral tones, Orthodoxies, only my right belief! 

Diving to the depth of pearls, chaos of pebbles in its swirls.  

Naturalness and random flowing, entanglement in Space ~  

black, no light eyes, closed, unknown beyond, “I Love Me” 

Focused third eye, feeling immaterial, gives a sense of another. 

Open inner boundlessness ~ outer dimension made in contrast.  

With the Mundane Mater 

* 

Symphony  

He loved you above all others, gladly 

would have sacrificed his life for yours. 

Supra-dimensionality of his higher mind, 

trying to intuit silent harmony ~ in sympathy. 

A sense of imbalance in the Propaganda, apathy. 

Israelis and Palestinians terrorising each other, mother.  

Madness of monsters, not a very human message brother. 

* 

Dogma’s Palava 

They don’t know any better, sadly disappointed. 

They buy into it, suckered, sucked easily into temptation. 

Nobody to show the way to this Awareness, Spiritual  

Perception * Only Intellectual, Cultural, Conditioned, 

Exploitive definition. The Eco-movement is Academic,  

Scientific, not Universal, as the Sun’s rays on her thigh.  

Radiating all Cosmic energy, tuning into the Life’s stream,  

eternal, loving Consciousness; do you want any of that? 

What are you prepared to do for it, to let mind float in Space?
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Behind the Sun 

These shackles are for your own Protection! 

Where 223 cockle pickers drowned, not by accident. 

Allegations, intimations, intimidations of innocent folk!  

You can have an Extra Strong One or Extra Ordinary One.  

Even one time is more than enough, more Surreal than surreal. 

An Apple pipe, orange and carrot chillum for the Nasha! BOOM! 

Cooking with Indian gypsies’ dream cake 

* 

“Civilisation is falling from me little by little.  

I am beginning to think simply, to feel only very little hatred  

for my neighbour ~ rather to Love him. All the joys ~  

animal and human, of a free life are mine. I have escaped  

everything that is artificial, conventional, customary.  

I am entering into the Truth, into nature.  

Having the certitude of a succession of days like this one,  

equally free and beautiful, peace descends on me. 

I develop normally and no longer occupy myself  

with useless vanities.”  ‘Noa Noa’ Paul Gauguin. 

* 

Whatever the moment, the situation 

Where is the Appearance of Love ~ 

* 

Running on Empty 

Showing the way to Infinite Space ~ 

That’s why they went, to be friendly, hippie travellers! 

Why else they doin’ it? Not to Control our World as others. 

In energy fields of darkness, Consciousness can go blind ~ 

your heart will stop, mind will die; never break the light. 

Jesus was a hippie, Happy Easter ~ 

Being Inhuman is Pure Ignorance! 

‘Money can’t buy you love ~ but it 

can buy you a 3D. printed Heart!’ 

Free, to share and care
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Plantings, Tropical to the Artic  

Tundra ~ to those down under. 

Water, animals, species, nature. 

Infinite energies ~ frequencies 

Tune into that ~ Connecting us all.  

Does the wisdom today comprehend  

that, does it have any idea of indivisible, 

invisible life, Cosmic energies on Earth? 

If you knew, you would immediately ~ 

Spontaneously, automatically, intrinsically,  

Share it.  

Not catastrophically, destroying it, for what? 

Absolutely True. He had been Intimidated…  

It didn’t touch his Spirit. Environmental studies  

She’s been initiated into the pure, natural flow ~  

Interdependent is better to understand * Consciously.  

The golden Unity; who’s still not being aware at all?  

Still thinking you’re not free when really you are ~ 

* 

ANTI-SEMITICISM 

The basis of human communication has been corrupted by the proponents  

of injustice, inequality, racism and fascism. This is obvious even in such  

a story attacking the UK. Labour party leader. This is a media smear-  

campaign by elements of the apartheid, imperialist cabal. It’s a pattern,  

strategy rehashed over centuries, clear for all those with eyes to see ~  

A Power game to maintain the controlling position of the few, 001%  

Lording it over all the rest. These negative tactics only weaken us all.  

They betray us all. Ask Signor Maduro! 

* 

‘Fizz’ 

A new sound wave ~ reproducing a natural sound. 

Attributable to the repetition of melody.
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Mother Water 

A hot Cosmic day in the city ~ 

“Its tough work being an Alchemist” 

Falling asleep on acid while dancing! 

“When in Paradise, do as people who live in Paradise do” 

‘Cow molecules are 10 times larger than human molecules ~’ 

“My dad was on the acid and I didn’t know anything about it!” 

20 meters. down and it doesn’t seem like water; beautiful, floating. 

‘Your poems could be the key that unlocks someone else’s chains ~ 

don’t be afraid to use it, being positive in any negative situation… 

“Live without expectations then you’ll be without any attachment;  

your true nature is always full and complete. Don’t disturb your mind” 

Those alluring, femme fatale Goddesses sharing love, tragic not the magic. 

Venus fly trapped, “Nothing exists, everything seems to apparently exist.”  

Being spaced, listening to Nisargadatta Maharaj’s evening satsang~  

What’s the scrambled eggs’ secret ingredient? It’s the love! 

* 

Heroin Sweat-lodge Inside 

Everyone’s taking your Space of harmony. 

Are they all living in eugenical Heaven, Dr? 

“He doesn’t believe in random, coincidence ~” 

Parrots becoming addicted in the Poppy fields. 

TRANCE * MINIMAL * SYCHRONICITY 

Like a heartbeat, now it’s like machine gun fire! 

Let’s make creative non-sense ~ Bom Bolenath! 

“I’m a monkey, I’ll climb up a tree for bananas!” 

“I stopped eating; I was only livin’ off chillums!” 

Love is changing energy, always passing it on ~
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Bullies from other Galaxies  

All the planets are going wonky ~ 

Ten Delights in the shop, made with marijuana!  

Shouldn’t everyone have a hemp house? If not, why not? 

Treated like kings and queens; you could tell Baba was deep. 

A beautiful long beach that was just white sand, grassy dunes. 

So strong, we were trippin’ off our nuts, and it’s legal! 

“I didn’t plan this” 

* 

Dogs will be dogs 

“Hey, stop smoking that dope, do you hear me?” 

Shagger Baba, Mobile Baba, the Swing Baba. 

“You wouldn’t get chemo in Cambodia!” 

A legend, everyone loves you Baba. 

“You must be a romantic, like me” 

No possessions except a chillum. 

All day long in front of the fire. 

She wouldn’t be able to resist. 

Sealed with a kiss 

* 

Lady Curious Kryptonite 

“My father doesn’t take any prisoners!” 

‘Repatriated back to Burkina Faso’ 

I have to keep reminding myself ~ 

“I wanna believe that you will” 

Just a little to start you off 

It’s coming, don’t touch! 

“It’s lovely to see you” 

Dead End Street ~ 

My Goddess beach
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Bad Dream in Nude Corner 

You’re so alone, kiss me ~ 

You haven’t got any money. 

An Evil witch, now, Fuck off! 

How insane do you want to be? 

Not frightened to tell the truth. 

Do you want to be punished? 

Just being jealous of the devil… 

A contender for the throne, alone.  

“I’m not in love with you” ~ Love 

* 

Yeah, Open Eyes 

‘The cutting season in Tanzania starts during school holidays’ 

What the fuck’s wrong with live and let live? 

Respecting each other’s beliefs ~ 

‘Turn on, tune in, drop out’ becoming. 

‘The most dangerous man in America!’ 

Where there’s a wall, there’s a ladder ~ 

Where there’s a will there’s another stairway. 

“All that matters is that you’re alive; that’s the truth” 

“Yeah, we all got a dark side sweetheart” ~ Shukriah. 

Lavish, slavish, ‘animals can be trained, can't they?’ 

The nice chick with a brain tumour lives there… 

* 

Pissing in the Wind! 

‘Never let loneliness drive you back to toxic people’ 

Realise they’re purely a warmongering machine. 

“I only want to live ~ to live my life, happily” 

We’re all clocked up, watching life, tick, tock. 

The infamous rinse of the bottle of drops! 

“I love you, I’m not in love with you” 
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Cheating Death 

‘You have no new messages’ 

“I know your secret ~” 

“I’m not in love with her” 

I can’t trust myself with you. 

“Are you treating me like a cunt?” 

“But you know me, beautiful!” 

Inside the Hydra’s heads ~ 

Rising up! Shaking Shakti. 

Ascending & descending 

* 

Coke Lifestyle 

Takes all your money ~ 

“Never saw him fight before!” 

Enjoying healing doses of tulsi-ginseng. 

“The main thing that’s gonna heal your body, 

is your own body” ~ “I’ll have an olive, once a month!” 

“I’m off the salt, erupting the blockages with banana smoothies” 

“I never drink water, clearing all the toxins out; best is from fruit” 

“Thank you, please, lovin’ you, good for everyone, frees my mind!” 

Raw food carries a higher vibration, kissing dreamy Goddesses.  

* 

OMNIPRESENT * VIBRATIONS 

We and them is a crime, but it’s been conditioned into us. 

Globally, Authoritarian psychology, to control the Planet. 

Enslaving us in a mental-state of unconscious ignorance ~ 

As long as we are attached to the ubiquitous, finite-mind, 

telling us what is real or not, making causes and effects. 

We are therefore slaves, enslaved, not our true freedom. 

Be in tune with the eternal space, not stuck in sensation. 

We all love a mental love story, don’t we? 

You want to believe that infatuation, it’s real. 

“I couldn’t believe my luck, she is so natural!” 

It’s a gift.
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Let me see; You’re dripping blood! 

Outside your 5-sense waveband width; 

when you are alive in body and mind. 

When you are not in this 3D mental ~ 

form, then you’re not human-existence. 

Vibrations streaming through your being. 

RIP. ~ Cosmic, ethereal energy doesn’t die. 

‘Whatever’s happening I must be as the Observer’. 

Manifested controls turned off ~ Sat Chit Ananda. 

* 

French police show they no longer want to fight  

against their own people, the yellow vests.  2.12.2018 

WOW, this is a moment of real change as seen in the streets of 1968, 1789  

and to the revolt against Louis X I V and to many other Absolute dictators.  

The realisation, awakening, by those enforcing the law of the Authority, of the 

Rich and Powerful. EN SOLIDARITE They have seen the naked Emperor  

and he is an ugly, mean, sociopathic beast! That we, all the people are right,  

the gap of inequality between the rich and the ones who are surviving to make  

ends meet on a Planet of Abundance, where Mother Nature gave it to us all  

as a gift for free. It’s becoming apparent through social communication and  

the courage of the people in a belief, that they and their children are not born  

to be slaves, although they were born into a Global, imperial slave market, 

a system of many centuries; today's Metamorphosised Matrix of Predators.  

VIVA La REVOLUTION of CONSCIOUSNESS ~  

of LOVE and PEACE * LIBERTE *FRATERNITE * 

EGALITE * SENSITIVITE * HUMANITE * 

* 

Triclosa Toothpaste  

How can it be explained that this is still allowed to happen like so many 

other toxic products in existence? There are no protections against greed  

and corporate, congressional psychopathy. The weaponised, cloned  

elephant is in the boardroom, the GMO. mosquito in the kitchen~  

the dead plastic whale on the beach ~
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Economic Exploitation Strategy 

If you won the Lotto, £1 million how would it go down if they never  

paid out and said go fuck yourself? It wouldn't be acceptable. You won it. 

It’s yours unless you get a bunch of bangster-gangsters with a mad army! 

I think most people understand winning a democratic vote, an important  

Referendum; or about a marriage that wasn't love at the beginning or end  

but they stuck too it until they received their only opportunity to leave in  

40 years; since the marriage began. It's interesting that such an opposing  

view was manifested and won. It's ultimately about the elite trying to find  

a way to screw you, your brain and condition you, convince, coerce you to  

accept what you are told, as if it came from some God, ordaining the caste- 

system from the bottom to the top of a psychopathic hierarchy, hiding ~behind  

screens of another Big brother, killing your mother! If you believe in that you'll  

believe anything; that blue blood is mightier than the reds ~Who is actually  

behind making these insane wars, this (in)human suffering? It’s no accident… 

* 

Outlawed it now they’re the dealer! 

The biggest threat to society is the politicians who ignorantly, have made  

draconian policies criminalizing marijuana over 80 years. Millions of lives  

have been ruined by this corruption. And again they are only now supporting  

this product that looks to benefit them and their greedy companies’ profitably!  

Such hypocrisy is pathetic. They should be made responsible and now maybe  

we can discuss those areas such as exploitation, plastic, oil, fracking, weapons  

sales; and change these wrong actions into something positive for our planet! 

* 

“If he hadn't avoided paying the VAT on his private jet, we could have funded 

17 Sure Start centres for a year, and he'd have to scrape by on his remaining  

£178 million.” When you get those at the very TOP of Society stashing away  

their loot in Offshore tax havens (legally) (see Panama Papers), then it sets the  

wrong precedent for everyone else especially when they are ramming their rules  

down your throat! It’s moral corruption to say the least! ‘Yes, Prime Minister’.  

‘Do what I say, not what I do!’ Time to throw off mental slavery and be divine.
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Astral Navigation 

Plasticity; we are all Cosmonauts in energetic zero space ~ 

with mind-body as the fractal spaceship, extra cruising controls. 

Not Darth Vader, the Klingons or Pentagon, 5* Zionist Generals. 

‘The wise lament neither for the living nor the dead’ Sings the Gita.  

The highest frequencies of Unconditional Love ~ in transcendence. 

Bush, Cheney, Obama, Trump, Blair, May, MB Sultan. would be 

the same ones today, crucifying Jesus * Christ is living in the Yemen! 

* 

What is your top agenda Lucifer? 

Is Buddha energy shouting, screaming, plundering, 

threatening, invading, pillaging, murdering, or is it  

for Peace, Love, compassion, equality and blissfulness? 

We’re all getting caught up in a fake media hysteria ~ 

Spinning pseudo-reality; Mother nature is on her head! 

Is this the World you want to create, to live in ~ 

an example with the power of Life given to you. 

You are modern-day executioners of innocence! 

The monsters in the garden of human dreams ~ 

Who is showing the way to the Love Goddess, 

to the fully illuminated moon, or control of us 

on an AI-Virtual reality, mental-matrix grid, 

where they breed gladiators and mad despots? 

For the pleasure, entertainment of the few! 

‘NASA circus just saw something come out  

of a Black hole for the first time ever ~’ 

They even brainwashed us about dying.  

Leaving your body for the infinite light ~ 

It is a natural part of the Cosmic evolution. 

Don’t be freaked out by myths of the fears, 

losses, pains and suffering of actual death. 

Feeling it, sharing it, being here right now
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Lol * Light of *Love 

Death ~ your energy is inside you * is the Universe.  

Not much compassion inside a computer or Android. 

Tough it out, where’s the evidence for their narrative? 

The money system is used to dictate, stop your choices! 

Psychopathic, no empathy for those you effect, no emotions. 

They want to catch a dinosaur, shoot ‘em up, ride that cowboy! 

‘We had a choice, we either got into smack or formed a band’ 

* 

Rise Shakti Rose 

Propagandabot-software trying to look like a real person. 

Social media, fake info seems real, hashtag poisoning. 

‘Saudis living in a pervasive sense of dire repression’ 

Employing more executioners for the beheadings. 

No human rights, no dissidents, no criticism! 

Who executed 47 people on a single day? 

Ten years in jail for insulting the king! 

Be in your heart ~ love’s high energy 

Coming out of the Styx gig  

* 

Communal Bathing Pool 

“You’re allowed to take your clothes off in private, aren’t you?” 

“My money is my money, my boyfriend’s money is mutual.” 

“Revenge doesn’t relieve the pain, trust me!” 

Caning Cocaine welcome home paranoia. 

“We’ve designed this as a naturist spot!” 

‘One insanity breeds another insanity’ 

“I’m happy that you’re happy”
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S E L F * A W A R E 

Forgive them Pachamama* their insanity * our destiny. 

Is Buddha angry, jealous, greedy, violent, threatening, 

hoarding, beheading, murdering, bombing, massacring? 

Or does he share his ‘metta’, loving kindness, compassion, 

sympathetic joy, equanimity, happiness, equality with us all?  

Who wants sweet mango or bitter neem fruit from duality trees? 

Ultimately is there a free choice or are we all controlled by karma? 

Buddha’s example is offering peace, harmony and self-realisation, 

which gives us a more human possibility to live more consciously ~ 

The distinction that the basis of human interaction, cause and effect  

is set in the mind which we are so intrinsically absorbed into, that we 

cannot see beyond its omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent variations. 

In Buddhist psychology two streams of consciousness exist in humans,  

bhavanga which is essentially a sub-conscious stream which carries in it 

every energetic impulse and the Tattva stream which is the more superficial  

consciousness of mind, the engine of your reaction in the 3rd dimensional ~.  

It is this ‘conscious’ ego-state of mind that we are concerned with all the time 

We’re unaware of this deeper stream, bhavanga which is subliminally active. 

Our mind is working incessantly, based on karmas and outside sense stimuli. 

It’s manifestly proven, Mind is manipulated and controlled by outside forces. 

As seen in advertising, messaging to our brain in all areas of life. Cambridge -  

Analytica recently is shown to use these techniques to calculate, orchestrate and  

effect people’s political choices through propaganda, brainwashing without them 

knowing. The Powers dictating ‘reality’, use this brainwashing for the Matrix.  

As we enter into a new era of super-computers and 5G. global networking which 

Incorporates Artificial Intelligence and Virtual realities people will be living ~ 

under an informational, meta-data cloud which will direct all human activity  

and functions. As humans we will lose our connection, being desensitised to  

each other and to nature. We see the consequences of this already with the loss  

of social contact and the willful, exploitation and destruction of our natural ~ 
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environment. We have lost 60% of wildlife on the planet in the last 50 years! 

These consequences of disaster are well documented yet the Powers that be  

are continually ignoring the results! WHY? 

* 

The point is, regardless of political, polemical, philosophical, rhetorical debate, 

it is absolutely derived from the mind, that we take as the absolute arbitrator. 

Our whole raison d’etre as humans, what is believed to make us superior to 

everything else on the Earth is our Mind, our capacity to Think above others!  

Based on our ideology this allows us to do whatever we want to anyone else.  

The new Brazilian Government 11/2018 has promised to exploit the Amazon  

(a vital Planetary bio-sphere resource) and to abrogate all rights of the native,  

indigenous Population. This is obviously outrageous, BUT it still happens  

all the time but WHY? 

Because of our Mind, in particular the ‘Minds’ of those despots at the Top. 

We have all been programmed, brainwashed to facilitate certain outcomes ~ 

One could argue that it has ever been so. That this is the human condition…  

since civilisation was recorded. Throughout evolution the mind has developed,  

we have become more aware of the mind, within certain perceived dynamics ~ 

This intellectual understanding has been used to facilitate different outcomes.  

Empires, heart transplants, android production, rocket to the Moon and back! 

Whatever you’re told, believe is REAL; religions have taken over control of our 

Psyches. Every dimension is now seen as necessary to exploit and dominate us.  

What happened to our Freedom? Modern technological advances are allowing  

this 1984 scenario of Big Brother to exist, for the benefit of whom and WHY? 

* 

What’s in their Mind suggesting this is the way forward knowing what we do  

about the Universe & micro-cosmic nature. Is this what it’s all come down to? 

Are we influenced by invisible forces outside our human frequency waveband? 

As these actions are seen as Alien to any human who has feelings & empathy! 

All this filtered information interpreted through our mind’s reflection-response, 

on the mirror surface of this living entity which we believe to be paramount to  

our being. As is said, the ‘mind is a wonderful servant or a terrible master’.
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We are therefore enslaved by the concept of the absoluteness of Mind and  

those who control what our minds are devising, so more ways to Control us. 

Is there something more intrinsic than the mind? Soul, Spirit, God, Space? 

* 

The NWO Powers want to contain the World’s population in Control grids.  

They have determined regardless of any consequences which are so prevalent  

that all of nature is there at their disposal and for their enrichment under the  

guise of politics. They’re already so rich this 1% up to the handful of families  

dominating our Planet! Why do they demand more and sacrifice nature more  

when the top six individuals have as much wealth as the poorest 50% of the  

8 billion inhabitants of Earth and rising every second? Are there richer beings? 

The 13 richest families which are documented, + Black nobility, the Vatican! 

They want the Control, the Power to maintain their privileges regardless of  

any consequences on the rest of us fellow beings, and they’re prepared to do  

anything in order to maintain that. This is a conspiracy enacted by them to  

disenfranchise us and keep us and our grandchildren as THEIR SLAVES!  

We’re happy to accept , doing their bidding as if they’ve a holy, divine right; 

even such monstrous inequalities! > http://howtheworldreallyworks.info/ 

What type of creatures are they sat in their guarded Palaces, and those who  

are their lackeys? Their vibrational field has to be ‘inhuman’, psychopathic, 

the lowest end of the frequency band in order to insanely continue directing  

such atrocities, insanity, devastation, crimes against nature and humanity.  

* 

Cognitive dissonance, Ego-syntonic, sociopathic conditions, genetic ~  

social engineering, paranoias are clearly what allow this group to act  

the way they do with no empathy, compassion, feeling, only blood lust!  

Divide and Conquer is their motto, as well as ‘by deception you wage war’.  

They’re exempt from any basic laws and at the same time are creating and  

enforcing a ‘dystopia’ on the rest of us. In ‘A Brave New World’, Dystopias- 

are characterized by dehumanization, tyrannical government, environmental  

disaster and characteristics associated with a cataclysmic decline in society. 

WHY?
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To protect their interests and for their dynastic fortunes to grow as imagined 

to be their superior right. There are countless examples in history, however  

today we are in the age of information and energy and extreme inequality! 

We have the possibility to know the pattern of things, but little possibility  

to change things peacefully. Again, this is a master game played out in our  

Minds, which is limited by its ability, to only think. 3rd  W.W. is a Psy-ops! 

Mind itself is uncontrollable by its nature, yet through culture, education ~ 

and identity we are all able to be moulded as was well demonstrated by the  

Nazi’s, also by all Governors of societies. They basically understand how  

the human mind is programmed; what is necessary to be a totalitarian! 

** * ** 

Beyond Belief ! 

You can’t reprimand a horse for being a horse or a kid for being a kid. 

Pantomime’s, deep state’s pograms in existence, before Jesus and co ~ 

No foreigners welcome! Escape ain’t cheap. Hits the nail on the head! 

Excommunicated because God loves us so much, ask Adam and Eva! 

If  a Tiger raises its head, don’t run like fuck, look back; just stay still! 

Who is the biggest psychopath? How to recognise ‘em? You won’t! 

“I’ve always done my best to make it as hippie as possible” 

“Everybody’s been made, gotta get paid, get laid” 

“I’ve had enough excitement in my life. 

Isn’t it worth so much for that feeling ~ 

Anti-gravity mantras, levitating megaliths. 

The lovely vibrations of  flower power  
* 

Acid Rainbow Warrior’s Consent 

$21 trillion missing from the DOD, Housing & Urban Development. 

Consent: if you don’t say NO, it means YES, ask the dinner lady. 

The STATE of SLAVERY ~ Repetition is the key to Propaganda. 

US, the land of the Free slots, XX pornography and mass murder! 

Which Speaker of the House and other prominent paedophiles?  

Check out opensecrets.org on Genie energy, Magnitsky Act. 

Captured our minds, keeping them in a virtual-reality Cloud.
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Heartless Culture 

Who’s selling the children ~ it’s ingrained in their society?  

“I’m happy to accept my idiosyncrasies” said the Psychopath. 

Democratic elections but they’re all killers, doing it remotely. 

“It’s impossible to put logic to the senseless” said the Sheriff… 

Getting the most cannabinoid molecules into you that you can! 

Too busy livin’ life to be famous ~ lovin’ it down by the beach. 

* 

‘Too Biological to Fail’ 

No Mind * No Body 

Space of shining bright light 

Gone back into the essence ~ Hallo Amrit 

All this mind is just bullshit compared to your light * lit.  

Have this real awareness ~ acceptance that this essential  

energetic field is more real, and we are lost in a Labyrinth. 

And we don’t even know it, whatever’s Cosmic inside ~ 

“We’re the ones who gave them Stingers & Reapers dude!” 

Do you believe in the Holy book, Mr. XX Fundamentalist? 

Extremist, ghost resorting to violence for the sake of violence, 

instilling terror! “Would you like to be trained in Enhanced  

interrogation techniques, how about Extraordinary Rendition?” 

“We do not Torture” said President Demented to a class of semantics. 

“You’re looking at One hundred years in Prison! Make a plea bargain! 

NSA. Stella Wind, domestic spying on every person living in America! 

Lying through forked tongues, “You know what your problem is mate?  

You still believe in justice. 

* 

‘Guilty until proven innocent’. Grooming the dark cabal. 

“Charge him with espionage, then let him defend himself!” 

“If you believe in the Constitution you believe in Human Rights. 

It’s been weaponized, like Congress and all Government systems. 

“The mask itself has become more important 

than the person behind the mask”
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Panama’s Red Bananas 

‘If they have a girl, cool, she’ll be a prostitute, the boy can have an op’. 

“This is the time when the curtains of evil part, revealing the truth” 

“You’re gonna crawl back to the tent, and not remember it!” 

“I could smell durian, and I walked straight there” 

“Hello Jesus” “Everyone’s doing yoga in India” 

“Truth has no path, it lives” Bruce Lee. 

“It’s a gift, how you feel in life” 

“I’m a fruit hunter now” 

* 

What was your role? 

Where’s that good old honest world 

That we’re all supposed to be heading for? 

I’m against all poisons, even the better ones. 

Lessons of life to get you ready to be an angel. 

An amazing Narcissist ~ everyone transcends. 

Have some of that love, peace, bliss ~ freedom. 

Yu gonna have to keep the cells happy… 

Then you have to do your timesheets and expenses. 

My friend and I had a God box, gonna have to let it go. 

“Cheer up Love it might never happen” “Fuck you!” 

Infectious, raucous laughter, don’t let it go ~ just flow. 

Knowing the truth is not enough, have to put it into practice. 

Channeling a psychedelic chameleon with a nymphomaniac 

* 

The kettle is always boiling 

Little fatty Buddhasan strutting it on Freak Ridge ~ 

‘Desperately seeking Nessie, in case the Weegies come’ 

You don’t know what’s coming over the hill next mate! 

Where yu been? India ~They’re scratchin’ their head. 

That happened coming out of the Strawberry duck. 

“Nothing wrong with you, Yummy Honey” 

“I do appreciate looking in the mirror”
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Demagogic not Yogic, not an old Hippie 

Can’t escape, time just keeps on ticking ~ 

Racist disenfranchisement, voter oppression. 

Saudis have no right to dream only scream~ 

When they’ve lost your head at a protest! 

Paranoia’s allowed, to even think is foreign. 

The Guardianship system is modern slavery. 

“Money does buy love for a prostitute” who said that? 

The tyrannical Government allowed to spread FEAR! 

Social engineering, bugs hacking your smart implants… 

State of offensive security, trolls going backwards to Hell. 

Invisible programs drilling into the back of your skull ~ 

Live by the sword, die by the sword, live in love, die in love. 

What’s happening? Shots fired at Jerusalem’s holy gate! 

* 

Augmented * Reality * Liberated as a Visionary Artist 

The road’s gridlocked with holy cows and toxic pollution! 

Our Planet’s full of fruit trees, food forests in the deserts ~ 

“Success comes down to three things: it’s the jobs, it’s our  

welfare and it’s our redistribution” And it’s Mother Nature? 

‘Enjoy people who share the magic with you not the madness’ 

Now and again an explanation helps, n’est pas? 

‘All of his magical work informed his poetry’ 

The Universe communicates in frequency ~ 

“Can we come in, our house is on fire!” 

Freedom for everyone, why not? 

The gift of life and death 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~  

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy*energy & Space. 

* 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 30 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


